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City of Seattle

April 2, 2019

Lauren Swift
Central Corri~or Environmental Manager
401 S Jackson St
Seattle, WA 98104
Dear Ms. Swift,
Thank you for the invitation to participate as a Cooperating Agency and the opportunity to provide
scoping comments for the environmental process for the Sound Transit West Seattle and Ballard Link
Extensions (WSBLE) Project. This letter details the comments and concerns of City of Seattle staff as you
determine actions, alternatives, and impacts to be evaluated in the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DE IS). The City appreciates the ambitious scope and time lines for this project and continues
to be committed to helping Sound Transit deliver this project on schedule. The detail in the City scoping
letter is provided to state our support for the WSLBE project moving forward and to flag key issues that
the DEIS needs to cover, in order to help Sound Transit avoid delays or additional environmental review.
In addition to the specific comments attached in the Technical Memo, the following reflect fundamental
areas of specific importance.
Alternatives Development
The City commends Sound Transit for the extensive planning and public engagement activities that have
informed the alternatives development phase of the project. This advancement of technical work and
engagement successfully narrowed the range of potential DEIS alternatives from hundreds down to a
few and built agreement in most project segments for what impacts and refinements should be studied.
The resulting Level3 Alternatives should both be advanced for further study in the DEIS. However, as
the DEIS further refines these alternatives, Sound Transit must ensure enough flexibility to fully bracket
the range of potential environmental impacts and allow for decision-makers to assemble a final
alignment that combines the most promising individual segment option(s). The environmental process
will need to accurately show the tradeoffs of different station configurations throughout the line. That
will help identify options to avoid and/or minimize disruptive impacts for future alignments decisions.
The City would like to see additional study, problem solving, and refinements in the West Seattle,
Chinatown}lnternational District, SODO, and mid-town segments. In contrast, Sound Transit should feel
confident that the final alignment selected in Ballard, lnterbay1 Uptown, and South Lake Union will be
within the range of possibilities represented by the two Level 3 alternatives.
Equity and Mitigation
The segments in the Chinatown/International District and West Seattle include the highest
concentrations of communities of color along the project corridor, and as highlighted in the project's
Radal Equity Toolkit, should include consideration in the DE IS as follows:
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The Chinatown/International District is a unique hub of cultural importance for the city and its
Asian American communities. Historically, the C/ID has endured a disproportionate share of
impacts from infrastructure projects, from the Second Avenue Extension in the 1920s to the
building of 1-5 in the 1960s, Kingdome construction in the 1970s, the Downtown Seattle Transit
Tunnel in the late 1980s, and the Seattle Streetcar in the 2010s. Now, as Sound Transit prepares
to evaluate alternatives for a new light rail station in this community, the C/ID alignment and
station location appear to be the single area of the project with the greatest remaining
challenges to resolve. The environmental process will need to study and accurately show the
tradeoffs of different station configurations in the neighborhood and to identify options to avoid
and/or minimize disruptive impacts. If impacts cannot be avoided or minimized there must be
adequate mitigation to offset both short-term construction and tong-term impacts.
The Del ridge station area is also a focus of racial equity due to the communities of color and
low-income residents along the transit corridor expected to access the proposed Del ridge and
Avalon stations via bus. These include the High Point, South Delridge, Highland Park, and White
Center neighborhoods and South Seattle College. The environmental phase must evaluate
enough design options to ensure seamless bus/rail connections at Delridge and Avalon Stations,
recognize the importance of this regional intermodal transit hub, and identify impacts to the
surrounding neighborhoods that might need mitigation if those impacts cannot be minimized.

Transit Operations
The WSBLE project proposes critical new transit connections that will serve hundreds of thousands of
riders each day. We encourage Sound Transit to ensure that the project results in efficient, safe
transportation operations and intermodal connections to bus and rail throughout the full length of the
corridor that maximizes the project benefits. In-depth and robust traffic analysis for vehicles, freight,
pedestrians and bicycles will also be needed.
Consistency with City Plans. Policies. and Regulations
As detailed in the attached memo, Sound Transit's environmental review process should ensure that the
project alternatives being analyzed are consistent with city policy, plans and regulations and if not; to
document variances and inconsistencies. In addition, Sound Transit should ensure that the DE IS fully
discloses construction and long-term impacts and identifies creative solutions to minimize those impacts
or appropriate mitigation. Sound Transit should ensure that the DE IS comprehensively evaluates the
potential for business and residential displacements and relocations. Finally, as the City's role in future
permitting and SEPA actions, we stand ready to assist Sound Transit in the environmental process to
meet those future rigorous requirements.
Comments on Purpose and Need
The City would also like to offer the following comments on the project Purpose and Need. The City of
Seattle offers the following italicized modifications:
•
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Improve regional mobility by increasing connectivity and capacity through downtown Seattle
and the Center City to meet projected transit demand.
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Implement a system that balances local impacts with benefits and is technically and financially
feasible to build, operate, and maintain.
Expand mobility and safety for multiple modes and users, including freight bicyclists,
pedestrians, those with limited mobWty, and all ages and maximize ridership for the corridor and
region's residents, which include transit-dependent, low-income, and minority populations.
Encourage equitable and sustainable urban growth in station areas through support of transitoriented development, affordable housing, and multimodal integration in a manner that is
consistent with local land use plans and policies, including Sound Transit's Transit Oriented
Development and Sustainability policies. Make equitable investments in project services and
benefits to historically underserved communities along the alignment, especially people of color
and low-income populations.

This project is the lynch pin f or future mobility both within the City of Seattle and also for t he Central
Puget Sound Region. The connections that converge in downtown Seattle among the three Link lines
and the regional transportation network will facilitate t ravel not just for the light rail extensions to West
Seattle and Ballard, but for extensions to Tacoma, Redmond, and Everett as well. The future ofthe City
of Seattle and the region's transportation system is therefore dependent on the success of Sound
Transit and the continued build-out of the rail system. This DE IS will help chart the course for success.
We appreciate the opportunity to partner with Sound Transit on this crucial project.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment and we look forward to continuing to cooperate on this
project
Sincerely,

~:h- '

Sam Zimbabwe
Director, Seattle Department of Transportation
cc:
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Shefali Ranganathan, City of Seattle Deputy Mayor
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TECHNICAL ISSUES MEMO (in alphabetical order)
Attachment to Seattle Department of Transportation's Scoping Comments for
Sound Transit West Seattle Ballard Link Extensions DEIS
ISSUE: Acquisitions, Displacements, and Relocations
The DEIS should evaluate potential impacts to the following:
•
Potential physical, economic, and cultural displacement of residents and businesses, as well as
potential racial disparities in displacement outcomes, through the following lenses:
o. anticipated net physical displacement due to direct site acquisitions and redevelopment
o. anticipated economic displacement from rent and property tax increases1 based on market
trends and historical housing and land price changes in similar station areas,. Economic
displacement occurs when a household is compelled to relocate due to the economic
pressures of increased housing costs or other costs of living .
o. anticipated cultural displacement, based on any anticipated physical or economic
displacement of cultural anchors, community-serving and culturally relevant businesses, and
community members that could reduce a sense of belonging for the existing community
overall. Detailed analysis will be particularly important at the Chinatown/International
District and Delridge Station sites. Sound Transit should identify the anticipated "nonacquisition development outcome" of each potential acquisition site ~ to recognize some
sites have higher potential than others of remaining, or becoming, culturally relevant due to
the degree to which existing owners are socially embedded in community and invested in
community ownership and legacy. To steward and support strong communities, ST should
minimize the acquisition of sites that have high potential of being community-based assets
on their own, recogniling that institutional development is less well positioned to restore
social networks lost through an acquisition process.
ISSUE: Construction methods
The DEIS should evaluate potential traffic, air quality, and public right-of-way impacts of construction of
the project. The DEIS should also analyze
•
how using a single la rge-diameter tunnel boring machine instead of twin smaller boring machines
could affect environmental impacts through downtown Seattle.
•
Method of tunnel spoils removal (truck vs conveyor, other) for all stations and importantly t he CID,
midtown, SLU and Ballard stations.
Relative impacts of elevated vs at-grade vs cut-and-cover tunnel vs bored (single and double)
•
tunneling
ISSUE: Coordination
•
Project coordination: Sound Transit, the City and project proponents must coordinate planning and
design activities among a number of projects, as well as WSBLE support facilities that require
additional land {TPSS, vent shafts1 maintenance access, etc.). These include:
•
Magnolia Bridge replacement
•
Ballard Bridge .replacement
•
Seattle Center Arena development
•
WSDOT SR-99 replacement
•
Memorial Stadium redevelopment
•
E.xpedia campus development
•
Armory redevelopment study
•
RapidRide H
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Madison BRT
Jackson Hub
Westlake Hub
•
4th Ave Viaduct
•
Imagine Greater Downtown
•
SPU Ship Canal Water Quality
SCL Denny Substation Transmission and Distribution
•
Event coordination: The Seattle Center campus (located within the Uptown Arts and Cultural
District) is home t o community and cultural events year-round. These include the Seattle/King
County Clinic, Seattle Center Festal, Winterfest, the Northwest Folklife Festival and Bumbershoot,
performances at the Mural, numerous marches, walks and runs, and other arts, entertainment and
sporting events hosted in venues on the Seattle Center campus. These events, and t he passive
enjoyment of the public open spaces on the campus, could potentially be disrupted by noise,
vibration and t ransportation impacts related to construction activities. The DE IS should consider the
schedule of events and the potential impacts. Seattle Center is willing and ready t o work together
with Sound Transit to help understand the event schedules on the campus and to mitigate potential
impacts when planning for construction of the WSBLE. The DE IS should also consider the schedule of
events t hroughout the project area while planning construction sequencing and staging.

ISSUE: Economics
• The DE IS should evaluate potent ial impacts of long-term, ongoing impacts of transit operation and
land acquisition on local and regional economic conditions, and the short-term impacts of
construction (including due to subsurface tunneling activity) on businesses and business districts.
• The DE IS should evaluate impacts to the Duwamish Manufacturing Industrial Center, including port
terminals and facilities (especially water dependent uses on t he shoreline) as well as to the
supporting freight infrastructu re.
ISSUE: Ecosystems
The DEIS should evaluate potential impacts to the following:
• All temporary and permanent construction-related impacts and areas, including staging areas,
access road construction, borrow sites, spoiling sites, etc.
• Waters ofThe U.S., State, And City: The DEIS should disclose the location, characteristics, functions,
and values and the acreages of Waters of the U.S., Waters of the State, and waters/wet lands
regulated by the City of Seattle but not by federal or State agencies likely to be affected. The DEIS
should address direct, indirect, and cumulative adverse impacts to these waters/wetlands. Potential
im pacts to waters/wetlands include, but are not limited to, sediment ation, turbidity, removal of
riparian vegetation, stormwater runoff, water quality impacts, bank erosion, bank hardening, loss of
natural floodplain, and so forth. The DEIS should address opportunities for improving the quality and
quantity of these areas in the design and siting of proposed facilities; mitigation sequencing; and
then compensatory mitigation for any residual unavoidable impacts to these waters/wetlands, as
per requirements in the City's Environmentally Critical Areas (ECA) provisions (SMC 25.09.065 and
25.09.070), as well as requirement s in other federal and State regulations. The scope of the impacts
and analysis of mitigation options will require consultation among these agencies. The DE IS should
describe this consultation process and its outcomes. The DEIS must examine the natural resource
impacts of proposed alternatives even if they would not result in direct impacts result ing from fills.
This proposal will trigger a local government ECA review, which is t he point where SDCI will formally
review the project for consistency with the applicable ECA regulatory standards. An ECA Exception
(SMC 25.09.300) may be triggered if the proposal is not allowed by the City of Seattle's ECA
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regulations (SMC 25.09.160 in particular) . The proposal would need to be consistent with general
development standards in SMC 25.09.060, which address potential ecological impacts, as well as
development standards in SMC 25.09.065 for mitigation, SMC 25.09.070 for tree, vegetation and
impervious surface impacts and SMC 25.09.160 for development in wetlands and their buffers.
Urban Forest: The DEIS should address direct and ind irect adverse impacts to the City of Seattle's
urban forest infrastructure (viz. t he City of Seattle's Tree Protection regulations as embodied in SMC
Chapter 25.11 and in associated guidance and policies found in SDCI Director's Rule 16-2008 and in
the City of Seattle's Executive Order 03-05). The City of Seattle has made important strides in
assessing the extent and hea lth of its urban forest, which include trees on private and public
properties (parcels) and in developed and undeveloped rights-of-way. The DEIS should evaluate and
disclose the specific direct, indirect, cumulative, temporary, and permanent adverse impacts that
may affect trees in the urban forest. The DEIS should apply mitigation sequencing to potential
impacts related to trees in the City of Seattle's urban forest and should propose mitigation for
unavoidable adverse impacts to those trees and the urban forest. The DE IS should also identify best
management practices that would be used to ensure the protection (during construction and
operation) of crowns and root zones of trees identified to be retained. Please reference the Seattle
Center Century 21 Master Plan Landscape Guidelines for detailed description and recommendations
regarding Legacy Trees on the campus.
Groundwater: The DEIS should address direct impacts related to groundwater particula rly as to the
impacts of tunneling in the dewatering of previously f illed wetland and/or marine lands. For
example, tunneling would occur in areas of the City that were formerly intertida l wetlands, intertidal
mudflats, or unconsolidated marine seabeds and which have been filled over time. These fill
materials can be perpetually saturated. Dewatering normally saturated fill during construction
and/or operation can lead to subsidence or other indirect impacts.
Wildlife: The DE IS should clearly disclose current wildlife usage along the proposed corridor
(including wildlife migratory routes) and identify all significant impacts to wildlife species and
wildlife habitats, including all potentially affected State Priority Species and Habitats and Species of
Concern (including, for example, great blue heron, salmon and salmonid species, and bald eagles),
all significant impacts related to the human recreationa l use associated with those species, and all
economic impacts to wildlife resources and recreation. The DEIS should disclose the physical loss of
habitat and reduction in diversity and habitat effectiveness that may be caused by the construction
and operation of this proposal. The DE IS should address how the project would comply with the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act and commit to an avian conservation plan (prepared in consultation with
regulatory agencies and interested stakeholders) to address the potential for take and disturbance
of birds and nests.
Invasive species: The DEIS should disclose this proposal's potential to introduce new, or spread
existing, invasive animal and plant species and pathogens (for example, Chytridiomycota) and other
organisms that may cause disease or other adverse alterations to ecosystem functioning. The DE IS
should disclose how the operation of this proposa l would control vegetation, including invasive and
noxious plant species, in and around the proposed facilities.

ISSU E: Energy
The DEIS should evaluate potential impacts to the following:
•
Energy demands of deeper tunnel stations, for longer elevator/escalator runs, ventilation fans,
etc.

4/2/19
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ISSUE: Geology/Soils
The DE IS should eva luate potential impacts to the following:
Geologic hazards per the Environmentally Critical Areas (ECA) code SMC 25.09, particularly in
•
steep slopes near t he Queen Anne Greenbelt (north tunnel portal) and Pigeon Point.
• Adjacent properties due to shoring and excavation, grading, dewatering, etc. per the grading
code SMC 22.170
ISSUE: Hazardous Materials
The DE IS should evaluate potential impacts to the following:
•
Contaminated soil and groundwater, and cleanup action plans (if applicable) per the grading
code SMC 22.170
ISSUE: Historic and Archaeological Resources
• The DEIS must identify historic and cultural resources in the study area, both above and below
ground, and assess and provide analysis regarding direct impacts, such as construction impacts
(noise, vibration, dust, etc.) and demolition impacts, and indirect impacts, as well as cumulative
impacts; particular focus should be on the cumulative impacts on the two historic districts within the
study area - International Special Review District and Pioneer Square Preservation District and any
city or federal designated landmarks. A clear methodology regarding the identification and analysis
of historic and cultural resources should be provided, as well as documentation of the existing
regulatory framework.
• The DEIS should consider impacts within meander line buffer or other known sites (reference SDCI
Director's Rule 2-98- note that some citations in Director's Rule may be out of date). Rule discusses
minimum steps needed for analysis under "During Review of the Master Use Permit".
• Any new construction proposed within the Internationa l Special Review District and the Pioneer
Square Preservation District will require Certificates of Approval from the relevant Boards. The
Board will utilize the Secretary of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitation in reviewing proposed
projects. Additionally, the lead federal agency and ST should consider their Section 106
responsibilities with regard to cultural resources as early as possible in the process, and plan their
public participation, analysis, and review in such a way that they can meet the purposes and
requirements of both NEPA/SEPA and the Section 106 statutes in a timely and efficient manner. The
City of Seattle is a Certified Local Government (CLG) and will participate in the Section 106
consultation process.
• The City has responsibilities under the Shoreline Code (SMC 23.601) to consult with affected Tribes
and the State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) similar to consultation
under the federal (Section 106) and state (Executive Order 05-05) consultation processes. To avoid
duplication of efforts, shoreline permits for the project should be conditioned based on results of
FTA's consultation w ith affected Tribes. The City has additional coordination responsibilities with
state and federal agencies and affected Indian Tribes for mitigation sequencing when multiple
permits are involved.
ISSUE: Human Health
•
Public health statistics show that chronic diseases and health issues are inequitably distributed, with
low-income neighborhoods and communities of color bearing a greater burden and demanding
greater attention .

4/2/19
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The DE IS should evaluate potential impacts on human health due to the construction and operation
of the project.

ISSUE: land Use
Sound Transit should consider the following in urban design analyses and Transit Oriented Development
studies that inform the Draft EIS:
• Overbuild and co-development opportunities: Identify opportunities for development above or
integrated with stat ions (to maximize transit-oriented development pot ential) or identify the
environmental impacts of not maximizing or limiting station sites for co-development. Clarify codevelopment opportunities in easily understood visual diagrams. Identify the anticipated acquisit ion
and development schedules for land considered for acquisition as well as locations where an
alignment or station alternative might preclude or limit opportunities for new land use or
redevelopment .
•
King Street-Union Station M ulti-Modal Hub: The DEIS should coordinate with ongoing effort s t o
analyze the potentia l for developing King St Station and Union Station into a multi-modal hub,
consistent with multiple studies over the years. Sound Transit should identify impacts the project
could have on these efforts, particula rly those that would preclude opportunities for joint
development, over-track development along 41h, as well as co-ownership and long-term operations,
and the potential for this hub to be an asset to the communities t hat have been underserved
historically with infrastruct ure projects in the past, within adjacent buildings and existing or
potential public plazas.
•
Delridge Station: The DEIS should identify impacts the project could have on efforts to provide
culturally relevant commercial, residential, services, and/or community uses.
• Ancillary Commercial and Community Station Uses: The DE IS should study the provision of space for
retail, services, and/or community uses in key stations, examine the potential for culturally releva nt
uses and programming. Estimate the magnitude of additional costs of building stations to
accommodate these other uses.
• Transit-Oriented Development: The DEIS should identify potential development opportunities for
affordable housing on sites acquired for light rail construction and staging. Ident ify the relative
opportunity for f uture affordable housing development across alternatives and among different
potential acquisition sites within each alternative.
•
Elevated stations within rights-of-way: factor in the actual costs, disruption and impacts
(construction and permanent) to existing pedestrians, traffic and businesses, as compared to
acquisition of and construction on ROW-adjacent properties, which can be co-developed with
platforms that are integrated into TOO-supportive uses and structures, which support an activated
public rea lm.
•
Construction and staging acquisitions should factor in potential TOD redevelopment scenarios,
including not only housing and community services but also public open space to support
placemaking and intermoda l connectivity.
• Acquisitions-even at fully underground stations-should provide for multiple and visible station
entrances at grade, sized and located to meet projected pedestrian capacities and desire lines,
including t ransfers to other travel modes. Where appropriate, major entrances should be integrated
with existing or potential new plazas or and public open spaces that can serve as community focal
points and activity centers.

4/2/19
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ISSUE: Noise and Vibration
The DEIS should evaluate potential impact s t o the following:
•
Noise associated with Elevat ed trackways
o Operation of trains on rail
o Maintenance of the rail including schedule
•
Mechanical and venti lation system placement in relation to sensitive noise receptors
•
Noise associated with rail stations, in relation to sensitive receivers. Specific attention to residential
use properties, research facilities, KEXP radio at Seattle Center etc.
•
Noise associated w ith soil-f reeze and ground freezing (if requi red for ground water control)
•
Noise associated with dewatering process
• Construction and operational impact mitigation to include notification of affected property and
business owners
ISSUE: Parkland and Open Space
The DEIS should evaluate potent ia l 6f/4f/lnitiative 42 impacts due to direct use, construction use, or
shadowing to the following resources:
o Kinnear Park
o Queen Anne greenbelt
o West Duwamish greenbelt
o West Seattle golf course
o lnterbay golf course
o lnterbay p-pat ch
o Delridge Playfield and Community Center
o Junction Plaza Park
o Gemenskap Park (14th NW)
o Westlake Park (due to increased usage)
o City Hall Park (due to increased usage)
•
Construction analysis should anticipate need for revocable use permits to allow for tempora ry use of
pa rk property during construction.
•
Ident ification of any possible construction staging areas that m ight be on Park properties or
easements
ISSUE: Public Services. Safety. and Security
The DEIS should evaluate pot ential impacts to the following:
• Seattle Fire Department emergency response plan
Effects on emergency response routes and response time throughout affected travel corridors
•
• Maintenance of light rail life safety systems
•
Design, installation and commissioning for life safety systems
•
Emergency response access during construction to worksites and adjacent properties
• The DEIS should identify environments/facilities and situat ions that do not currently exist to inform
training plans for emergency response personnel
• Water supplies to fire hydrants and emergency equipment (e.g. fire pumps and sprinkler systems)
should not be impaired
ISSUE: Public Utilities
The DEIS should evaluate potential impacts to the follow ing:
•
Royal Brougham: large Waste Water pipe needing bypass during construction

4/2/19
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Ship Canal: Outfall impacts and offsets. Required clearance of stormwater tunnel and its assets.
Golf course as detention: The DEIS should evaluate opportunities for stormwater detention. In the
Delridge area, Sound Transit should be aware that the West Seattle Golf Course may already be fully
utilized as detention for Longfellow Creek.
Pigeon Point/West Seattle Greenbelt: Slope stability issues; please include in drainage report any
potential downstream impacts that could result from new drainage infrastructure.
Queen Anne Greenbelt: Slope stability issues; please include in dra inage report any potential
downstream impacts that could result from new drainage infrastruct ure
The DEIS should identify any possible construction staging areas that might be on SPU properties or
easements.
For acceptable clearances from Seattle City Light (SCL), please see SCL Construction Standard
0214.00. Locations, dimensions and depths of SCL's vaults, manholes, hand holes and duct banks
within the plans affecting areas must be verified (e .g. pot hole) prior to construction to avoid any
damages to existing SCL facilities. This information w ill be especially needed if ST3 project intends to
excavate near SCL facilities. SCL has duct banks with energized primary (13,000 volt and 26,000 volt)
cables within the project boundary. Contractor(s) need to exercise care in excavating and must
contact Seattle City Light to arrange a safety standby when working within 5 feet of SCL's electrical
facilities. One important item to note is that trees, vegetation, planter boxes, etc. are not allowed
within 2 feet of SCL vaults and ducts. Minimum clearances shall be maintained from the proposed
new elevated struct ures to the existing transmission and distribution lines.
The DEIS should perform a comprehensive evaluation (i.e. transportation impacts, environmental,
real estate, etc.) of the proposed alternative utility corridors for the possible relocation of t he
existing SCL Transmission and Distribution systems, either within or outside the project impact areas
of the identified level t hree alternative(s)The DEIS should evaluate anticipated right of way, utility
access/maintenance agreements, easements etc. necessary to support the legal, safe, and
continued rel iable operation of the ut ility system. Therefore, it is anticipated that The ST3 DE IS will
be inclusive of any and all Seattle City Light actions foreseeable at the time of the Draft EIS.
West Seattle Bridge: There are existing 34 kV overhead distribution circuits located on both the
north and south side of the existing West Seattle bridge which may conflict with the two proposed
elevated crossings over the Duwamish Waterway. Again, any proposed alternate routes for
rerouting the 34 kV should be included and evaluated as part of the DEIS scope. The proposed
elevated structures on both the north and south sides of the West Seattle Bridge appear to conflict
with an existing transmission and distribution lines at 2nd Ave South and South Spokane Street.
E3 Busway: SCL and ST have been discussing required clearance and alternatives to the proposed
relocation of the existing 230 kV overhead transmission lines and 26 kV distribution lines along the
existing E3 Busway. Planning/preliminary efforts between STand SCL began in 2018 should continue
during the DEIS.
SCL has proposed a 230 kV transmission line (MA-DN) f rom the Denny Substation in South Lake
Union to the Massachusetts Substation in SODO, scheduled to be constructed 2021. ST should
continue to evaluate and ensure that minimum clearances are met for both overhead and
underground portions of the proposed MA- DN Line: 25' for transmission lines and 14' from
distribut ion lines.
SCL MA-DN Line (underground): ST's Level Three alternatives identify several locations along our
existing and proposed transmission line. Specific areas of concern are the along portions of 6t h Ave
(James St to Jefferson St), and along 5th Ave from Jefferson south to S Charles Street, in which there
are shallow bore options and cut/cover options proposed. We encourage ST to continue working
with SCL to coordinate the final planning/design phases of the selected route with SCL. Should the

4/2/19
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proposed MA-DN line need to be routed to an alternate corridor, the corridor evaluations should be
included as a part of the DE IS scope.
SCL MA-DN Line (overhead): 6th Ave S, South of S. Royal Brougham Way to S Massachusetts; thence
west to Massachusetts Substation: STat grade, elevated, and tunnel options should be evaluated to
address minimum clearance requirements, as well as impacts that ST alternatives will have to SCL
structures (i.e. pole foundations, vaults, transformers, etc.)
Mercer Stand 8th Ave N(approx. 100' east of intersection), Republican and 6th Ave N, Harrison St
and Taylor Ave N (approx. 75' east of intersection): proposed bore tunnel alignments conflict with
existing SCL 115 kV alignment. ST to check to ensure lines are protected during construction and
maintain required underground separation distances. Also, there is one circuit of 115 kV overhead
t ransmission line and support foundation which may be impacted by the proposed tunnel bore
alignments (Harrison Stand Taylor Ave N)
There are existing SCL duct banks and vaults throughout the project areas that are not shown in the
plan design drawings for SCL to assess overall impacts to our existing Underground Network System.
System upgrades, feeder relocations, and overall impacts should be continued to be evaluated by ST
t hroughout the planning and preliminary engineering stages. Cut/cover construction options
proposed for sections of tunnel and/or stations may be cause a high level of disruption and technical
engineering challenges. We recommend that ST continue to study/evaluate impacts to their
proposed alignments with respect to these existing underground feeders.
ST3 Representative Alignment along 15th Ave NW may conflict with the existing 26 kV overhead
Distribution lines on both the east and west side of 15th Ave NW. These are double circuited
alignments (i.e. two circuits on each side) which may be difficult to reroute/relocate.
In general, only one service connection is allowed per station location.
ST should continue to work to identify the locations of the proposed t raction power substations
(TPSS). Redundancy of primary feeders required by ST for TPSS facilities must be agreed t o w ith SCL
years before construction or route is fina lized. Met ering locations should also be considered and
made accessible to SCL personnel .
Required outages will need to be coordinated t hrough Seattle City Light's Systems Operation Center.
To the extent practicable, consider design and construction methods which limit the requirement
for long term power outages, especially as they relate to the existing transmission system.
Transmission out ages may need to be coordinated regionally. Typically, only one t ransmission circuit
will be de-energized at any given time and t he amount of time allowed may/may not coincide with
proposed future construction schedules. Planned outages should be discussed with Seat tle City Light
staff a minimum of one year in advance to allow ample time to coordinate and request outages.
The DEIS should evaluate necessary improvements/impacts to the Street Lighting system.
Identification of any possible construction staging areas that might be on SCL properties or
easements
General Note: ST should cont inue to work with regulatory partners to look for streamlining
opportunities, such as WSDOT and SOOT for the route selected, and include all utility
work/relocation and upgrades necessary to support the selected alignment with those
opportunities, if feasible. The DEIS should be inclusive of all Seattle City Light actions that will be
required to accommodate the project (i.e., the full breadt h of environmental impacts from the
Project inclusive of all coordinating parties' activities).

ISSUE: Social Impacts. Community Facilities, and Neighborhood resources
The DEIS should evaluate potential impacts to the following:
•
Involve underrepresented communities in mitigation identification
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•

Consider access to assets: Parks and open spaces, cultural and community centers are assets
Hillside open spaces can also negatively impact mobility. The DEIS should consider the impacts and
migration related to access to the neighborhood's assets.

•

Access to opportunity: Identify connections with nearby opportunities (such as schools, or lowbarrier employers such as hotels) and social determinants of health (such as open spaces and
community centers). Consider hillsides and other barriers to pedestrian access to such assets. Use
the information to inform siting, pedestrian connections, and built improvements.

ISSUE: Transportation Environment and Consequences
The DEIS should evaluate potential impacts to the following:
• The West Seattle to SODO portion of the project is proposed for completion in 2030 with a
connection to downtown not occurring until 2035. During peak periods, West Seattle riders would
be attempting to transfer to completely full Central Link trains. Alternatives to this proposal should
be evaluated. The DE IS will need to consider the potential number of people transferring from one
train to another and whether there will be enough space on the platform to accommodate a smooth
transfer.
•
ID Station transfers: Analyze potential effect on inter-modal connections.
• Westlake Station transfers: Evaluate connections to streetcar, monorail, surface-level bus,
and other Link line. Will need good wayfinding signage and capacity for high volume transfers
between Link lines.
•
Midtown Station depth and elevator-only access: The DEIS should evaluate the effect of elevatoronly access on ridership and consider opportunities to include horizontal station access. The DE IS
should also evaluate opportunities to enhance station access by seamlessly integrating w ith
Madison BRT.
•
Delridge bus/rail integration: Pedestrian movements between bus stops and rail platforms need to
be thoughtfully analyzed with safety as highest priority in mind. More people will be crossing major
streets to transfer between modes.
• South Lake Union bus/rail integration: Evaluate connections to streetcar and surface-level bus. Will
need good wayfinding as you transfer from underground to surface-level transit.
•
E3 busway displacement: The DEIS will need to evaluate the effect on transit, general purpose and
f reight operations due to displacement of buses from E3 busway and/or due to restrictions or
modifications in access to King County Metro's Central/Atlantic and Ryerson bus bases.
•
Bus layover footprint: Effect of layover demand on station footprint, circulation, and cost
•
Freight: Along the WSBLE alignment, the Freight Master Plan denotes severe freight bottlenecks
along the West Seattle Bridge, S Spokane St, and the 1st AveS bridge. All potential alignments affect
these locations, these bottlenecks. The DE IS should evaluate how construction of any one of these
alignments can mitigate intensified bottlenecks along these segments.
•
Bike: The WSBLE closely aligns or parallels part of the regional bicycle network within the City of
Seattle. The DE IS should consider how bicycle access to stations along the alignment can leve rage
the existing regiona l network. Additionally, this may be an opportune time to evaluate the va lue of
potential multi-modal hubs (or shared-mobility hubs) at the ends of the line, in West Seattle and in
Ballard.
•
Pedestrian: The DEIS should use the priority investment network in the Seattle Pedestrian Master
Plan as a base layer to be able to better align transit investments with warranted pedestrian
improvements, especially if it improves access to the stations and/or corresponds with priority
pedestrian corridors such as safe routes to school.
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•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

The DE IS should include a volume/capacity analysis for all collector arterial or higher classification
intersections within the half-mile general study area at all proposed stations. This is especially
important at the termini, West Seattle and Ballard. In the downtown area, analysis should evaluate
impacts of sth versus 6th Avenue alignments and should evaluate construction conditions and
impacts to the pedestrian network from t he pedestrians accessing the stations.
Study the full impacts of elevated stations, including the needed stairs, elevators, structure and
other vertical elements that impact grade. This is especially critical when stations are proposed
within existing Rights of Way, where sidewalks and other movement facilities need to be expanded
to support transit rider capacities. Consider locat ing platforms and vertical elements on adjoining
properties to reduce ROW impacts and create elevated structures that can be integrated within the
overall streetscape, with street-level activation where possible.
The DEIS should identify impacts to lane/sidewalk widths and/or number of lanes/feet of sidewalk
(travel, transit, bike, freight, pedestrian) due to elevated guideway columns and/or stations.
The DE IS should also identify any temporary (with estimated durat ion) reduction in space for
travel/freight/transit/bike/pedestrian use during construction.
Transportation Network Companies(TNCs) will have a significant impact on t raffic operations and
circulation near the station areas and current methodology does not indicate how the impact of
TNCs and circulation patterns will be evaluated. This is an integral part of the analysis for the project
and should be included. How TNC pick-up and drop-off will interface/interact with private passenger
pick-up and drop-off circulation patterns near the station need to be studied
The transportation section of the DE IS should examine a full range of potentia l transportation
impacts, including impacts to local arterials and roadways, bus and streetcar operations,
pedestrians, bicyclists, freight, and parking. The analysis should consider permanent impacts f rom
t he completed project as well as impacts due to construction activity, including truck traffic from
excavation and tunnel spoils removal.
Identification of impacts to local arterials and roadways should include impacts both to individual
intersections and along corridors.
Analysis of hide-and-ride parking impacts, and identification of measures to reduce such impacts,
will be particularly important at terminal stations.
During the DE IS, Sound Transit should closely coordinate with SOOT to fully evaluate and understand
any potential impacts to the dozens of bridges, areaways, stairways, and retaining wall structures
located near the proposed project. This analysis should consider physical impacts to structures as
well as operational impacts to movable structures such as the Ballard Bridge and Spokane Street
swing bridge.
Parking studies: The DE IS should include parking studies within one-quarter mile of the station.
Please allow study to occur 18-24 months prior to scheduled station opening to allow sufficient t ime
for data collection and stakeholder engagement. Note that for earlier ST projects, this timeline was
12 months and that has been too limiting, not allowing sufficient time for evaluation. SOOT expects
similar scope language as previous Link Records of Decision regarding parking studies around light
rail stations.
Parking management: The DEIS should identify all necessary parking management infrastructure
such as paint and signage and the labor for installation, within one-quarter mile of the station.
The DEIS should evaluate opportunities to reduce construction impacts on on-street parking by
limiting construction worker parking and/or staging in Seattle Right-of Way.
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ISSUE: Visual and Aesthetic Resources
The DEIS should evaluate potentia l impacts to the following:
•
Guideway Studies: Provide guideway design studies. Study how the very high guideways would be
designed and provide alternative guideway designs. There will be many miles of guideways in
Seattle and they will be running over and along our hills, waterways, and neighborhoods. The DEIS
should be clear about illustrating the community and visual impacts of the guideways in various
settings and must provide for the ability to choose from alternatives and fine tune them later.
•
Bridge Studies: Provide visual and aesthetic analysis of the bridge alternatives. Provide state of the
art visual communication of the bridge alternatives. Coordinate with the City of Seattle to identify
views from the vantage points of a representative sample of those who will be able to see the
bridges.
•
Portal Studies: Provide visual studies of the various portal alternatives. Provide analysis of the nonmotorized context at the portal and impacts to these of the location and design alternatives.
•
Traction Power Substation (TPSS) Studies: Provide TPSS studies exploring various locations,
typologies, and designs. Provide visual information about the TPSS site features and technology.
Provide alternatives and explain the costs and benefits of them.
•
The DEIS should analyze footprint, bulk and scale within the neighborhood context. Sound Transit
should visually communicate, using the latest and best visualization technology and methods, how
each proposed station and site development relates to the character of the surrounding built
environment. During design development, Sound Transit should provide a graphic representation of
streetscape compatibility, relation of proposed station to existing land uses, bulk and scale, open
space (existing and potential).
•
light and Glare
o Consider impacts per SEPA policies SMC 25.05.675K
o Land Use code regulates or limits spillover light in specific regulations per zone
o Shoreline Master Program regulates artificial light at night SMC 23.60A.1S2Q
•
Public View Protection
o Consider impacts per SEPA policies SMC 25.05.675P (scenic routes, specific protected places,
certain views of Space Needle)
o Consider impacts of any reduced views of shoreline, especially at street ends, waterways or
view corridors on specific properties (based on analysis of permit records for shoreline sites
near ST3 work)
o Impacts on downtown view corridors per SMC 23.49.024. If alignment is in tunnel, aboveground stations still must comply.
•
Shadows on Open Space
o Impacts per SEPA policies SMC 25.05.6750, especially street ends in shoreline
o Shadowing overwater, especially near-shore or where structure is close to water
•
Additional considerations:
o Take topography into account in visual and aesthetic analysis
o Provide data on the cumulative visual impacts of infrastructure in the Seattle landscape
o Involve underrepresented communities in mitigation identification
ISSUE: Water Resources
The DEIS should evaluate potential impacts to the following:
•

Shorelines
o Potential overwater and in-water impacts. The proposed extensions will include
development in the Shoreline District over or under the Ship Canal and within 200 feet of
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•

the Sh ip Canal and at the Duwamish Waterway and within 200 feet of Ordinary High Water
in this area. Overwater impacts and in-water impacts were studied as part of 520 bridge
DEIS and permitting, so can provide possible guidance.
o Habitat and ecological impacts of new overwater coverage and in-water development (e.g.,
shading, increased potential for predation to salmonids, displacement of aquatic habitat,
dredging, aquatic vegetation impacts, water quality, stormwater runoff, etc.). due
to potential bridges over water or in water (e.g., bridge supports, fill). Habitat mitigation will
likely be required per requirements in the City's shoreline code (SMC 23.60A.152, SMC
23.60A.158) as well as other state and federal regulations. The scope of the impacts and
analysis of mitigation options will very likely require consultation among these agencies. The
earlier these consultat ions can begin, the better.
o Any changes to vegetation or impervious surface within the Shoreline District. These
changes will need to be consistent with standards in SMC 23.60A, including SMC 23.60A.152
and SMC 23.60A.190. Mitigation requirements may be triggered depending on impacts. The
standards in SMC 23.60A.152 address several environmental impacts and mitigating
measures, including surface and groundwater water quality.
o Potentia l for artificial lighting spillage into the Ship Canal or Duwamish Waterway from
bridge lights or track lights will need to be analyzed as artificial lighting at night can cause
substantial negative impacts to migrating salmonids (see SMC 23.60A.152.Q for relevant
development standard in shoreline code). Impact methodology and analysis should utilize
relevant research from local scientists from UW, NOAA, USFWS on effects of artificial light
on salmonids in the Ship Canal and Puget Sound.
o Consistency with the City's shoreline code. This includes a number of development
sta ndards that the project will need to be consistent with beyond only SMC 23.60A.152,
SMC 23.60A.158, and SMC 23.60A.190. These include the standards in Urban Industrial
Shoreline Environment (SMC 23.60A.492-496), which includes height standards and the
Conservancy Navigation Shoreline Environment (SMC 23.60A.240-248) for the water portion
of the Ship Canal.
o Urban Maritime Shoreline Environment. If there will be construction or staging on the west
side of the Ballard Bridge and south side of the Ship Canal, then the Urban Maritime
Shoreline Environment will be applicable (SMC 23.60A.502-516).
o Standards for bridges and tunnels and train transit facilities. SMC 23.60A.196 regarding
bridges and tunnels and SMC 23.60A.209 for train transit facilities are particularly relevant
to this project and may impact design and associated environmenta l impacts.
Riparian
o Regulated streams. The project extension in West Seattle may impact at least one regulated
stream (Longfellow Creek) and its associated riparian management area. Any development
over or under the creek or w ithin 100 feet of t he creek is subject to standards in the
Environmental Critical Area (ECA) Ordinance (SMC 25.09) with respect to a regulated stream
and the riparian management area.
o An ECA Exception (SMC 25.09.300) may be triggered if the development is not allowed by
the ECA code (SMC 25.09.200 in particular). The project will need to be consistent with
general development standards in SMC 25.09.060, which address potential ecological
impacts, as well as development standards in SMC 25.09.065 for mitigation, SMC 25.09.070
for tree, vegetation and impervious surface impacts and SMC 25.09.200 for development
within the riparian management area. Impacts to any vegetation within a riparian
management area or changes to impervious surface or grading will need to be evaluated
and mitigation measures may be required.
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Potential impacts to stream include sedimentation, turbidity, removal of ripa rian vegetation,
stormwater runoff, water quality impacts, bank erosion, bank hardening, loss of natural
floodplain, etc.
Drainage
o If groundwater needs to be discharged to the public system during or after construction
there are specific guidelines for obtaining approval. These include maximum discharge rates,
approved points of discharge, approved connections to the public system, groundwater
contamination, flow control and billing of discharge. Dewatering to combined systems
requires approval from the City, County and may require metering for billing. Dewatering to
a Storm System that is contaminated requires permit approval from Department of Ecology.
o City of Seattle Municipal Code Title 21.16 Side Sewers
o City of Seattle Department of Planning and Development Director's Rule 4-2011
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King County
Department of Natural Resources and Parks
Director's Office
King Street Center
201 South Jackson St., Suite 700
Seattle, WA 98104-3855

March 29, 2019

Lauren Swift
Senior Environmental Planner
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104-2826
Subject: Response to West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Project Scoping
Dear Ms. Swift:
King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks (DNRP) appreciates the opportunity to
provide input through the scoping process for the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) being
prepared for the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Project. Of particular concern to
DNRP are potential impacts to King County Wastewater Treatment Division (WTD) facilities,
proposed King County Regional Trails connections, King County Solid Waste Division (SWD)
property on Harbor Island, and Superfund cleanups in the Lower Duwamish Waterway and East
Waterway.
Existing WTD facilities of potential concern in proximity to the proposed alignments, identified
on the enclosed maps, include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mercer Street Tunnel
Lake Union Tunnel
Interbay Pump Station (Interbay)
Elliot Bay Interceptor, Sections 3 through 8
The North Interceptor
The Ballard Trunk
West Duwamish Interceptor
Delridge Trunk
Hanford Trunk
Renton Effluent Transfer System, Sections 8 and 9
Lander Trunk
West Seattle Force Main
East Duwamish Waterway Crossing

Lauren Swift
March 29, 2019
Page 2

DNRP recommends that the EIS include an evaluation of the impacts of the proposed project on
these facilities. In addition, WTD is planning a major combined sewer overflow (CSO) treatment
facility somewhere in the vicinity of the Lower Duwamish crossing. Close coordination
with WTD will be needed to ensure that both projects do not adversely affect each other or
inadvertently limit available options.
The preferred alignment would have the most significant impact on Interbay. Interbay pumps
wastewater to the West Point Treatment Plant (West Point) for treatment and discharge, serving
an area covering approximately 42 square miles within the City of Seattle. Interbay is a critical
facility in King County's regional wastewater conveyance and treatment system, pumping up to
133 million gallons per day to prevent CSOs along Seattle's waterfront and the Lower
Duwarnish. The facility is also key to protecting water quality in Puget Sound.
Interbay receives flow from the Elliott Bay Interceptor and the South Magnolia Trunk, and
pumps the flow through two pressure force mains to where it is discharged into gravity pipelines
that convey the flow to West Point. The facility consists of pumping and associated electrical
equipment, pressure force mains, odor control equipment, and standby power facilities. Sound
Transit's proposed alignment impacts the future operation oflnterbay, and may require full
facility relocation along with associated influent and effluent piping and utilities. Therefore, the
feasibility of facility relocation would need to be fully evaluated, along with any operational
impacts that may result from relocation.
The Superfund cleanups in the Lower Duwarnish and East waterways include extensive in-water
work. The selected route will need to cross at least one, and possibly both, of these areas. Close
coordination during siting and construction will be needed to ensure that effects on these
cleanups and work on adjacent uplands-including any potential to release contaminants into
these waterways-are minimized.
In addition, upland areas adjacent to the Duwarnish Waterway corridor (including both the East
and West waterways) are extremely limited in availability and of high enough value for habitat
restoration. Efforts should be taken to minimize footprint in this area that could reduce or
preclude potential habitat restoration areas that are required to meet Natural Resource Damage
Act claims. The impacts of stormwater runoff from rail operations should also be considered for
Duwarnish Waterway and Lake Washington Ship Canal crossings as related to sediment
cleanups that are underway or could be considered in the future.
Further, DNRP recommends that Sound Transit explore opportunities to link the proposed
stations included in this project with the non-motorized transportation network surrounding each
of the stations. Linking these stations with nearby regional trails, such as the Burke-Gilman Trail
or the Neighborhood Greenway network, will help maximize overall ridership at each station and
reduce traffic congestion on the surrounding street network. Sound Transit should also engage
project stakeholders early on to begin programming the non-motorized access funding included
in each project to ensure that any identified access improvements are completed by the time each
station opens.

Lauren Swift
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Lastly, the proposed alignment of the West Seattle LINK Extension is adjacent to property
owned by SWD on Harbor Island. Any proposal to use this property to stage construction
equipment and materials would need to be closely coordinated with SWD to minimize disruption
to tenants currently occupying the property.
DNRP looks forward to the opportunity to continue working with Sound Transit during future
environmental review and would like to formally accept Sound Transit's invitation to participate
in the environmental review process as a cooperating agency. The Agency Designation form is
attached for your convenience. If you have any questions related to existing wastewater facilities,
please contact Mark Lampard at 206-477-5414 or mark.lampard@kingcounty.gov. WTD will
designate a point of contact for cooperating agency participation in the near future.
Sincerely,

Enclosure(s)

I
I

WEST SEATTLE AND BALLARD LINK EXTENSIONS PROJECT
COOPERATING AGENCY DESIGNATION
Yes, King County Department ofNatural Resources and Parks wishes to be designated as
a cooperating agency for the proposed West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions
(WSBLE) Project.

0

No, King County does not wish to be designated as a cooperating agency for the
proposed WSBLE Project. However, King County does wish to be designated as a
participating agency.

0

No, the King County does not wish to be designated as a cooperating agency for the
proposed WSBLE Project. The County also does not wish to be designated as a
participating agency because:

0

agency has no jurisdiction or authority with respect to the Project

0

agency has no expertise or information relevant to the Project

0

agency does not intend to submit comments on the Project

(Print)
Christie True
---------------------------------Department Director
(Title)
--2-------------------------------
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Please return by March 18, 2019 to:
Lauren Swift
Central Corridor Environmental Manager
Sound Transit
401 S Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104-2826
Phone: (206) 398-5301

(Date)

April 2, 2019
Ms. Lauren Swift, Central Corridor Environmental Manager
West Seattle Ballard Link Extensions Scoping
401 S Jackson St
Seattle WA 98104
WSBScopingComments@SoundTransit.org
Re: West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Scoping

On behalf the Port of Seattle (Port) and Northwest Seaport Alliance (NWSA), thank you for the
opportunity to provide scoping comments to begin the NEPA/SEPA environmental review.
In 1911, the Port of Seattle was authorized by the citizens of King County under Chapter 53 of the
Revised Code of Washington to serve as a public port authority, charged with ensuring that Seattle’s
deep‐water harbor is protected to serve as an economic engine for the region. In 2015, the ports of
Seattle and Tacoma formed a marine cargo operating partnership, the NWSA. The Alliance is the fourth‐
largest container gateway in North America.
The Port and Alliance operate and maintain the more than $1 billion in investments made into maritime
and industrial operations, and work to protect the tens of thousands of family‐wage jobs and $4.0 billion
in revenue that these sectors generate for the region and state. The Port and NWSA are assets of
statewide significance, serving as critical gateways for the agricultural producers and manufacturers
across Washington. These gateways cannot be replicated elsewhere and provide a crucial function in the
resiliency of our state’s economy. These facilities could be heavily impacted at the south, central, and
north ends of the proposed alignments. No other single agency or entity is similarly impacted, and it is
imperative that all efforts are made to avoid and/or mitigate adverse impacts to these crucial economic
assets wherever possible.
As stated in our early scoping letter, we have three primary objectives for Sound Transit 3 projects:
1. Enhance service to Sea‐Tac Airport for passengers and employees, from a web of cities
throughout the region;
2. Strengthen access to Port facilities, both existing and future developments; and
3. Improve regional transportation for personal mobility, while protecting maritime and
industrial land uses and freight mobility.
We appreciate Sound Transit’s broad stakeholder engagement on the development of alternatives for
extensions to West Seattle and Ballard, and the direct engagement of design and planning staff with
agencies in the proposed alignments.

Port of Seattle and NW Seaport Alliance
West Seattle Ballard Link Scoping Comments
April 2, 2019
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Sound Transit staff has worked closely with Port and NWSA staff to better understand and work towards
addressing concerns near port terminals both during construction and during link light rail operations.
Proposed routes, especially north of the Spokane Street corridor, have the potential to create significant
negative impacts on cargo operations and water‐dependent logistic functions, with resulting negative
economic effects across several industries, far beyond the Seattle harbor and King County.
Particularly problematic, the expected impacts during the estimated five‐year construction period could
damage international container cargo operations and significantly contribute to truck and other traffic in
the already congested Spokane Street corridor. We remain unconvinced that the potential effects,
especially with a route north of the Spokane Street corridor, could be mitigated for the Port, the NWSA,
and other maritime/industrial businesses. From our perspective, this is not sufficiently covered by the
current approach to measuring the economic impacts of the project, yet it is essential in ensuring the
continued economic viability of these businesses.
The accompanying document outlines the areas where a thorough review of proposed alignments is
necessary to determine how they could impact the public benefit the Port and the NWSA are charged
with providing.
West Seattle Segment




Spokane Street Corridor alignments could pose significant economic, environmental and
operational impacts not only to Port and NWSA facilities, but to maritime industrial businesses
that must have waterfront access to survive. Proposed alignments must ensure those facilities
remain fully operational during and after construction, while ensuring access for trucks and rail
serving those facilities. A crossing north of the Spokane Street must be given a thorough review
to ensure that the cost estimates as well as impacts are accurately gauged.
Please evaluate Duwamish crossing alignment slightly farther south than that considered in the
representative alignment, across the far southern tip of Harbor Island, to determine if this
alignment may present opportunities to further reduce impacts to existing businesses.

Interbay/Ballard Segment




Moveable bridges across the ship canal may have significant impacts on maritime mobility as
well as transit, and the cost, operational, and environmental effects should be studied as part of
the environmental review process.
Smith Cove station location will have significant impacts to ridership, with the location on the
west side of the corridor appearing to serve more developed land uses, and capturing potential
riders from Port properties, including employees and cruise passengers.

Thank you for your invitation to the Port to serve as a Cooperating Agency and to the NWSA as a
Participating Agency, roles we believe will further ongoing cooperation between our agencies. We have
expressed our interest in entering into a partnership agreement to define roles and responsibility in how
the agencies will work together on project planning and environmental documentation.

Port of Seattle and NW Seaport Alliance
West Seattle Ballard Link Scoping Comments
April 2, 2019
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We ask that these impacts effects be fully vetted through the environmental review process, and that
the Board designate a route alignment with a southern crossing of the Spokane Street corridor as the
preferred alternative. Please reference our detailed scoping comments attached. Thank you for your
consideration and we look forward to our continued involvement.
Sincerely,

Stephen P. Metruck
Executive Director
Port of Seattle

John Wolfe
Chief Executive Officer
Northwest Seaport Alliance

Attach A – Technical Comments
Attach B – POS ‐ Cooperating agency acceptance
Attach C – NWSA ‐ Participating agency acceptance
Attach D – POS/NWSA Early Scoping comments, March 2018
Attach E – POS/NWSA Level 2 comments Sept 2018

ATTACHMENT A ‐ West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Scoping ‐ April 2, 2019
Thank you for the opportunity to provide these scoping comments. We look forward to integral
involvement in the environmental review of the West Seattle and Ballard Link (WSBLink) Extension. We
appreciate your invitation to the Port of Seattle to act as a Cooperating Agency (Attachment B) and to
The Northwest Seaport Alliance (NWSA) to act as a Participating Agency (Attachment C) and accept both
of those roles. Please see Attachments B and C for the signed forms. Additionally, we have expressed
our interest in entering into a partnering agreement that would further define roles and responsibilities
in how our agencies will work together on project planning and environmental documentation. We look
forward to achieving that agreement in the coming weeks.
We have been involved throughout the ST3 Sound Transit planning process, since the 2014 ST3 Long
Range Plan Update. We consistently support Sound Transit’s investment in the regional transit system,
especially for improved personal mobility to Port facilities. The Port and NWSA are also encouraged by
the project’s potential to protect maritime and industrial land uses and freight mobility, by improving
the efficiency of the overall transportation system in the city and the region. Potential benefits include:
(1) avoiding negative effects on critical transportation routes, (2) providing improved personal mobility
access to port maritime passenger and cargo facilities, and (3) anticipated improvements in the vehicle
flows on public right‐of‐way.
Our comments parallel those in our SEPA Early Scoping letter from 3/5/18, included as Attachment D, as
well as comments from our Level 2 Alternatives Development letter to members of the Elected
Leadership Group from 9/14/18, Attachment E, for completeness in this NEPA process. We request that
the DEIS comprehensively analyze the issues raised in this, as well as these previous letters, and identify
potential effects, along with opportunities to modify the project plans to avoid or minimize negative
impacts.
1. Purpose & Need
2. Potential Alternative Alignments – issues, concerns, areas of agreement, options
Comments relative to all three alternatives
2.1
System Expansion
2.2
Duwamish Crossing/SODO
2.3
Interbay/Ship Canal Crossing
Alternatives:
2.4
Alternative 1, ST3 Representative Project
2.5
Alternative 2, “Elevated”
2.6
Alternative 3, “Tunnel”
3. Elements of the Environment

1. PURPOSE & NEED
We generally support the Purpose and Need statement. We expect that in this document, Sound
Transit will recognize the Port’s mission, and communicate how it can deliver and operate the light
rail extensions in a manner that is compatible with existing public purposes for which the Port and
the NWSA are responsible.

Port of Seattle and The NW Seaport Alliance
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Under state legislation, King County citizens voted in 1911 to create the public Port of Seattle – a
special purpose municipal corporation, to ensure that harbor facilities were managed for the benefit
of all citizens. Our mission is to create good jobs across the state by advancing trade and commerce,
promoting manufacturing and maritime growth, and stimulating economic development. The
Growth Management Act recognized the importance of our facilities by designating them as
essential public facilities.
In 2015, the ports of Seattle and Tacoma formed a marine cargo operating partnership –The Northwest
Seaport Alliance – under the authority of chapter 53.57 of the Revised Code of Washington. The NWSA
is the fourth‐largest container gateway in North America. Regional marine cargo facilities also are a
major center for bulk, breakbulk, project/heavy‐lift cargoes, automobiles and trucks.
The critical economic role of the Port facilities, now part of the NWSA, was reinforced by the 2009
inclusion of the requirement for a Container Port Element, RCW 36.70A.085, for the cities of Seattle
and Tacoma. This amendment to the GMA showed legislative support for the continued economic
development generated by Washington’s major ports by declaring that:
“It is the intent of the legislature to ensure that local land use decisions are
made in consideration of the long‐term and widespread economic contribution
of our international container ports and related industrial lands and
transportation systems, and to ensure that container ports continue to function
effectively alongside vibrant city waterfronts.” (RCW 36.70A.85, (Findings—
Intent—2009 c 514.)
Seattle’s Container Port Element was finalized by the City of Seattle in 2012. See in particular Policy
CP 1.6 about preserving freight access to the terminals and Policy CP 1.2 about protecting land near
the port with zoning for port‐related activities.
As these GMA elements illustrate, to be successful in our mission, it is critical for other jurisdictions
and government agencies like Sound Transit to recognize the complicated nature of our operations
to statewide economic health and collaborate closely when major projects might impact our assets.
As the project proposes to cross two of the region’s largest and most productive industrial zones
(Manufacturing/Industrial Centers [MICs]), the project purpose should acknowledge that no harm
should come to facilities and operations in these areas essential to delivery of the Port’s and
NWSA’s mission.
Pursuant to the authority and mission referenced above, the Port of Seattle has engaged in
extensive local planning efforts to develop the Port’s Century Agenda and a Long‐Range Plan to
articulate how the Port will deliver its mission. These critical public documents focus on the
importance of close proximity of industrial lands to the region’s urban center with our goal to
“Anchor the Puget Sound urban‐industrial land use to prevent sprawl in less developed areas.”
Similarly, the NWSA operates under a Strategic Business Plan outlining how we’ll address the
competitive challenges to grow cargo volumes, create jobs and improve financial performance. It
identifies Terminal 5 (T‐5) as a strategic terminal, along with other terminals in Elliott Bay.
As the Link extensions pass through the MICs (Duwamish and Ballard‐Interbay) and over state
shorelines, planning, design and construction must respect the vitality and economic contributions
of the maritime and industrial economic sectors. This is because those sectors closely rely on the
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interaction of existing and future industrial land uses and critical transportation infrastructure
supporting freight access and mobility. The transportation system in our region must move
passengers and freight efficiently and safely. As the Puget Sound region invests in improving
passenger mobility through Link extensions, we must not impede existing industrial capacity and
capability and should not foreclose future industrial facilities and operations. In this context, it is
essential to note that:





Port maritime and NWSA facilities cannot be moved or replicated elsewhere, due to their very
nature, and impacting their operations jeopardizes a significant economic and employment
engine for the region and state
Existing freight mobility (across all modes: road, rail, marine, etc.) must be maintained, and the
project designed to not pre‐empt future improvements to freight infrastructure
MIC employment densities are lower than those in other regionally‐ and locally‐designated
Centers, and do not support traditional transit‐oriented‐development densities.
Traditional transit‐oriented development (TOD) approaches, which typically include housing, are
not appropriate in MICs where residential uses are not allowed by zoning.

Industrial land, and maritime industrial land in particular, is a scarce resource in Seattle. As context,
Washington’s Shorelines Management Act (Chapter 90.58 RCW) arose out of the recognition that
shorelines areas are a scarce resource and a resource that affects nearly everyone’s life in one way
or another. In fact, the act is implemented through mandates on local government to balance three
goals of shorelines management: 1) providing for uses that require a shoreline location, 2)
protecting ecological function, and 3) providing public access to shorelines. At the Port, we are
keenly aware of the issue of water dependent uses. Route selection for WSBLink extensions must be
mindful of the fact that relocation of maritime businesses is very difficult, and in some cases
impossible.
Several of your bullets reference adopted regional and local plans and consistency with local land
use plans and policies, and under those references it is important to acknowledge the unique
policies and zoning intended to protect and grow industrial and maritime bases.
The current Purpose includes eight bullet points, which are all important. In keeping with our
comments above, we propose amending the eighth bullet and adding the following bullet as well:



Preserve and promote a healthy environment and economy by minimizing adverse impacts on
the natural, built, and social environments through complementary design and sustainable
practices.
Recognize other critical public institutions and purposes by partnering effectively to plan,
deliver, and operate the project in a manner that is compatible with existing and planned
economic development uses within Manufacturing Industrial Centers and the freight
infrastructure supporting them.

Several bullets also focus on “regional mobility for all” and “a healthy environmental”; essential
broad‐based elements of the Ballard‐Interbay and West Seattle project. We appreciate that this
system expansion will improve personal mobility access to and from Sea‐Tac Airport and areas
adjacent to the airport for regional travelers, visitors and employees in the airport area. Similarly,
improved access to Port maritime facilities affected by the project should be elements of the
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project, including service to passenger vessel/cruise terminals and for workers at all port facilities in
the Ballard‐Interbay area and in the south harbor and Duwamish industrial areas.
The current Need section includes six bullet points, and similarly, we recommend these reflect the
difference for station areas in the MICs. Consider either of the following underlined additions to
bullet six:


Regional and local plans call for increase residential and/or employment density at and around
most HCT stations … (or outside of Manufacturing / Industrial Centers)

Finally, we believe that Sound Transit will need to develop these extensions in a cooperative
working relationship among multiple agencies with individual public missions. We will support
development of the light rail extensions, while stewarding our public mission and assets, and pledge
to work with our fellow agencies to find the best mutually beneficial coincident outcomes. We ask
that Sound Transit commit to implementing the projects in a manner that maintains the Port’s
ability to responsibly carry out its mission and responsibilities to the public we both serve.

2. Potential Alternative Alignments – issues, concerns, agreement, options
2.1 System Expansion: The Port and NWSA support the Link Light Rail system and the
extensions. We urge Sound Transit to integrate amenities or mobility services that would improve
HCT access to Sea‐Tac Airport and other regionally designated centers and passenger intermodal
hubs. Air passenger ridership on Link has unique characteristics including infrequent trips, carrying
luggage, discomfort with the airport/Link station walk, or early/late travel times. We ask that all
new vehicles provide space for luggage, an important feature not well incorporated into existing
vehicles. We also ask that all new vehicles provide added space for bicycles, as Link is the main
access to Sea‐Tac for employees or passengers using bicycles for the majority of their airport trip.
By adding new connections to the regional Link system, WSBLink extensions can benefit from other
region‐wide programs for system access, innovation and technology. We hope that these programs
could be applied to the WSBLink program to provide first‐ and last‐mile support for riders and other
innovative approaches to increase ridership to and from the airport.

2.2 Duwamish Crossing/SODO: Each alternative crosses the Duwamish on an aerial
guideway, either north or south of the Spokane St Viaduct. Sound Transit has invested time, along
with our agencies, during the alternatives development phase, to understand and work towards
addressing concerns about construction near port terminals. However, we remain unconvinced that
the potential effects of this construction could be mitigated for the Port, the NWSA, and other
maritime/industrial businesses. These routes have the potential to create significant negative
impacts on cargo and supporting water‐dependent logistic functions, with resulting negative
economic effects across several industries, far beyond the Seattle harbor and King County. Given
the existing and projected container volumes in the North Harbor (2.5‐3.0% growth per annum),
please study any and all potential operational impacts that would result in delays to terminal
access pre‐construction, during construction and after completion, including but not limited to
lane closures, material staging, material movement, placement of columns, truck and rail delays,
and terminal access.
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During construction and in Link service operation, the Link extension must preserve and protect the
truck and rail access to our T‐5, T‐18‐ including the liquid bulk facility on the southern end of the
terminal, T‐104 and access to T‐102 on the southern tip of Harbor Island, a property that consists of
the Port of Seattle’s Harbor Marina Corporate Center, commercial marine vessel berths and two
marinas. East‐west mobility in the Spokane St corridor is extremely congested and complex. The
NWSA operates the nation’s fourth‐largest gateway for international containers and some maritime
industrial properties. The light rail expansion through SODO to West Seattle must be cognizant of
potential effects to the nation’s international trade flows, and must avoid, minimize, and off‐set any
potential negative effects on these facilities, including avoiding foreclosure of future facility
improvements in marine cargo and passenger facilities and operations.
The “Terminal 5 (T‐5) Wharf Rehabilitation, Berth Deepening and Improvements Project” is
projected to be completed, and T‐5 fully operational, by the time the West Seattle Link goes into
construction in 2025. As a permit condition for the T‐5 redevelopment, the NWSA will request
approval from the Federal Rail Administration (FRA) to implement a Quiet Zone (QZ) corridor
between the T‐5 gate and the West Duwamish rail bridge. It will eliminate uncontrolled at‐grade
crossings in the corridor. The foundations and columns for the proposed alignment of the West
Seattle Link bridge would need to be placed in a manner that will preserve a potential quiet zone
corridor, the at‐grade crossing access to existing businesses, and the utilization of the access road
east of the railroad to allow the business access. Based on the current design, the (by 2025)
remaining at‐grade rail crossing providing access to the business on the east side of the railroad, will
be located between the Spokane and the West Seattle Bridge. Please note that the NWSA is
providing more than $5 million in funding to establish the QZ.
Both rail and vehicle access to and from T‐5 and T‐18 must be protected and preserved without
limiting the freight movement in the international supply chain, both in the final configuration and
during construction. The BNSF rail tracks, which also run south of Spokane St, provide critical access
for multiple users to Harbor Island and T‐5, and other industrial properties in West Seattle, so
avoidance of those tracks is critical for piers, footings, and any construction impacts. The alignment
must not pre‐empt any future freight rail capacity expansion or improvements, including potential
grade‐separation/overpass rail and vehicle access structures, at the railyards and terminals, or in the
critical SW Spokane St corridor.
An early alternative eliminated in Level 1 proposed a Delridge station at SW Spokane St. It had a
number of substantive flaws: congestion on lower Spokane St and the potential to conflict with port
and nearby industrial operations should be evaluated if this alignment is reconsidered.
Already challenged with limited access, the Port’s Harbor Marina Corporate Center (on Harbor
Island at T‐102, south of Spokane St.) is a 139,333‐sq‐ft business park populated by office,
warehouse, flex industrial, and light manufacturing tenants, many of whom support maritime
shipping and ancillary businesses. SSA Marine (T‐18’s marine terminal operator), also maintains
offices on Harbor Island, adjacent to T‐102, that provide support for their extensive operations on
Harbor Island. Also, the Port’s T‐104 lies between East Marginal Way and the East Waterway, west
of the East Marginal Way Grade Separation. Further design work will also require close coordination
with us regarding facilities access, impacts of construction, aerial guideway column placement and
light rail operations.
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For the Link bridge over the commercial waterway, the air draft should be at least as high as the
West Seattle Bridge and column spacing within the waterway should be at least 200’ and in
alignment with the existing navigation channel beneath the Swing Bridge and the BNSF trestle.
During construction, the Duwamish waterway must not be restricted from navigation of barges up
to 105’beam by 420’length and air draft currently available. We understand you are working with
the United States Coast Guard to meet these requirements.
In SODO, all alignments use the E‐3 busway. Beneficially, this means no direct capacity loss in the
SODO public rights of way, yet the review should clarify the effect of displacement of buses to the
city streets. The arterials in SODO are already constrained and certainly congested during peak
commute hours. We ask that you study the impact on freight mobility in SODO and Harbor Island
resulting from the displacement of the buses from the E3 busway onto city streets. Unless
throughput and operational capacity can be maintained through other means, impacts to avoid or
mitigate include:





Loss of lanes
Loss of turning or freight parking/loading capacity due to dedicated transit‐ways or aerial
guideway columns
Construction activity of guideway or stations and
Increase number of at‐grade rail crossings in industrial areas

Of note would be impacts of east/west overpasses proposed at Lander and Holgate. Please evaluate
even short‐term closures of lanes along a truck route or temporary impacts to terminal operations.
In summary, the project construction and operation must avoid or mitigate any negative effects on
freight access and mobility both during construction and in the final configuration.
Near the Chinatown/International District station, alignments are proposed on 4th and 5th Avenues
South. Please consider construction effects of displaced vehicles currently using those streets and
how they would detour through the area. Additionally, this station is likely the closest to the newly
proposed fourth cruise berth for the Port of Seattle harbor. Anticipated to be completed in spring
2022, it will benefit from good connections for passengers choosing to arrive or depart by public
transit.

2.3 Interbay Facilities and Infrastructure and Ship Canal Crossing: Each
alternative travels through Interbay and across the Lake Washington Ship Canal (Ship Canal). The
Port supports the extension to Ballard for service to adjacent properties, but again with significant
concerns regarding port terminals and potential for negative effects on the Ballard‐Interbay
Manufacturing/Industrial Center’s (BINMIC’s) economic vibrancy. The Ballard Link Extension
corridor is in the center of the 615‐acre BINMIC, anchored by Fishermen’s Terminal and Terminal 91
(T‐91), both essential water‐dependent marine industrial assets, with related effects on other
adjacent industrial uses and activities. We ask that you study any impacts on vessel movements in
the ship canal.
We look forward to stations at Smith Cove and Interbay to allow Port customers, employees and
tenants better access to the Smith Cove cruise terminal and marina facilities. We appreciate that the
expansion of the light rail system through the region will make many more trips possible by transit.
We encourage analysis and evaluation of light rail effects on plans for replacement / rehabilitation
of the existing Garfield St/Magnolia Bridge and 15th Avenue West Ballard Bridge under the city of
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Seattle jurisdiction. Please evaluate and include safe and convenient facilities to accommodate
passenger movements to and from transit and cruise facilities. Likewise, any station with the
potential to serve port employees and customers should have similar treatment. We ask you to
study any impacts to access to and from T‐91 and anything that would impact operations of the T‐
91 cruise terminal and industrial operations.
BINMIC is headquarters to industrial, maritime and fishing, and manufacturing activities, many
directly dependent on the ship canal access. The light rail expansion to Ballard must be sited with
regard to the BINMIC operations. Many vessels from the North Pacific fishing fleet homeport at
facilities on the Ship Canal, Salmon Bay, and T‐91, most notably Fishermen’s Terminal. The decision
of the vessel owners to make this their homeport is the basis for an extensive network of nearby
businesses engaged in supplying those vessels.
Terminal 91 is a 200‐acre facility which serves multiple customers, which is the homeport of the
commercial fishing fleet, and which hosts the Smith Cove Cruise Terminal, a two‐berth cruise
facility. Along with the Bell Street Pier Cruise Terminal, these berths have led to twenty years of
growth in Seattle’s tourism industry, driven by the burgeoning cruise industry. Additionally, T‐91
includes significant acreage for which the Port is currently planning industrial redevelopment. The T‐
91 Uplands Development project is formally underway with a recent $4 million design authorization
by the Port commission. Further funding is included in the 2019‐2023 Capital Improvement Plan.
Similarly, redevelopment is underway for two buildings at Fishermen’s Terminal.
The Port also operates the Maritime Industrial Center, and four recreational marinas at Bell Harbor,
Harbor Island, Salmon Bay Marina and Shilshole Bay Marina. The Maritime Industrial Center offers
moorage, concrete dock space (used for loading, repair/maintenance, storage and staging), and
office and shop space. The total economic impacts of Port of Seattle related fishing at T‐91,
Fishermen’s Terminal and the Maritime Industrial Center is 11,300 jobs, $543 million annual payroll,
and $1.4 billion annual business revenue. (Port of Seattle, Port of Tacoma, The Northwest Seaport
Alliance Economic Impact Analysis, Community Attributes, Inc., Pending release, likely Spring 2019.)
Siting of the Ballard Link extension must focus on minimizing loss of capacity on the freight spine.
Please study impacts freight mobility on 15th Avenue West. Unless throughput and operational
capacity can be maintained, impacts to avoid or mitigate include:





Loss of lanes
Loss of turning or freight parking/loading capacity due to dedicated transit‐ways or aerial
guideway columns
Construction activity of guideway or stations, and
Increased number of at‐grade rail crossings in industrial areas

The Elliott Avenue/15th Avenue W corridor has no nearby parallel routes that could accommodate
vehicles or truck‐turn maneuvering both in final operations and during construction. Such functions
must be incorporated into corridor design. In summary, the project construction and operation must
avoid or mitigate any negative effects on freight access and mobility.

ALTERNATIVES
2.4 Alternative 1, ST3 Representative Project
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The three‐level screening process conducted over the past year provided highly beneficial
opportunities to study, gather input about and build awareness about the Representative Project.
We support the extension to West Seattle, albeit with significant concerns regarding our port
terminals and facilities, as well as concerns for the supporting freight infrastructure for road, rail and
marine modes, and concerns for the potential for effects to the transportation and economic
vibrancy of the Duwamish MIC. Similarly, in West Seattle, please study the effects of the Delridge
station north of Andover on freight mobility for the Nucor Steel facilities and their operations.
The Port and NWSA own and operate many facilities in the Duwamish, especially water‐dependent
uses on the shoreline and nearby, as described in Section 2.1 above. The representative alignment
parallels the southern side of the Spokane St right‐of‐way. Staff has reported that this alignment is
estimated to cost $300 million less than a crossing north of the Spokane St right‐of‐way. We ask
you to study the impacts to terminal access and delays in freight mobility during construction and
potential for a permanent loss of cargo volumes from a northern crossing.
In addition, we request that Sound Transit explore an additional option for the crossing south of the
bridge, with the aerial structure built approximately 350’ farther south of the proposed alignment,
crossing the southern tip of Harbor Island. Such a location could avoid the critical BNSF tracks and
SSA Marine’s global headquarters and server farm. It would seem premature and inadvisable to not
pursue a better understanding the details of this route as an option to the alignment closer to the
Spokane St Corridor.
In the Interbay Section, as detailed in our Early Scoping comment letter (3/5/18), the Port has
tremendous concern about the Representative Project alignment impacts on Fishermen’s Terminal
and in the Elliott Ave and 15th Ave W rights‐of‐way. We understand there is no durable consensus on
the Elected Leadership Group for this alignment. However, should it proceed into the environmental
review (or other discarded Level 1 or Level 2 alternatives), please incorporate the detailed
comments from our Early Scoping concerns with effects of this alignment on the freight spine of the
city and on Fishermen’s Terminal.

2.5 Alternative 2, West Seattle Elevated/C‐ID 5th Ave/Downtown 6th Ave/Ballard Elevated
The three‐level screening process also provided highly beneficial information about the gold/brown
elevated alternative.
Crossing the Duwamish, this alternative mirrors the Representative Project, Alternative 1. Please
reference our comments above: significant concerns regarding our port terminals and facilities, as
well as concerns for the supporting freight infrastructure for road, rail and marine modes, and
concerns for the potential for effects to the vibrancy of the Duwamish MIC. Staff has reported that
this alignment is estimated to cost $300 million less than a crossing north of the Spokane St right‐
of‐way. We ask you to study the impacts to terminal access and delays in freight mobility during
construction and potential for a permanent loss of cargo volumes from a northern crossing
In addition, we request that Sound Transit explore an additional option for the crossing south of the
bridge, with the aerial structure built approximately 350’ farther south of the proposed alignment,
crossing the southern tip of Harbor Island. Such a location could avoid the critical BNSF tracks and
SSA Marine’s global headquarters and server farm. It would seem premature and inadvisable to not
pursue a better understanding the details of this route as an option to the alignment closer to the
Spokane St Corridor.
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In the Interbay Section, this alternative appears to have benefits over Alternative 3, and appears
decidedly superior to Alternative 1.
The tunnel under Elliott Ave W may have less freight impacts during operations than an aerial
crossing of 15th or Elliott. The DEIS must identify construction methodology and impacts of staging,
constructing, and operating this tunnel. Additionally, potential effects on the adjacent freight and
passenger rail tracks and operations must be identified.
The Smith Cove station effects on ridership volumes of Alternative 2 versus Alternative 3 should be
explained as well, since the location on the west side of the corridor appears adjacent to more
highly developed land uses. Potential riders from Port properties include employees, numerous
marine industrial tenants, and cruise terminal passengers served by T‐91, as well as tenant
operations at Terminal 86.
There is very little public information to‐date on the fixed bridge crossing of the ship canal in this
14th Avenue West corridor. Please describe the effects of a fixed bridge crossing, the touchdown
points at either end, and the area under the bridge
A Link bridge over the Ship Canal should have air draft at least as high as the Aurora Bridge. Column
spacing within the waterway should be a least 200’ and in alignment with the existing navigation
path beneath the Ballard Bridge. During construction, the Ship Canal should not be restricted from
navigation of vessels up to 78’ beam by 400’ length, and air draft currently available under the
Aurora Bridge. If a bridge is selected for a Ship Canal crossing, it should be a fixed structure, not a
bascule or other “opening” span, so that marine traffic and light rail are completely independent of
one another.

2.6 Alternative 3, West Seattle Tunnel/C‐ID 4th Ave/Downtown 5th Ave/Ballard Tunnel
Again, the three‐level screening process conducted over the past year provided good information
about the blue “tunnel” alternative.
Crossing the Duwamish, this alternative deviates from the Representative Project by crossing on the
north side of the Spokane St Viaduct. This means construction and operations would occur on and
above T‐25 and T‐18 and the access points to T‐5 for both road and rail. This has the potential to
dramatically affect the functioning of port terminals, including many supporting businesses. Our
concerns regarding the port terminals and facilities, the supporting freight infrastructure for road,
rail and marine modes, and the potential for effects to the vibrancy of the Duwamish MIC, multiply
with the number of piers and structures constructed on the very space used for terminal operations
and access. Staff has reported that this alignment is estimated to cost $300 million more than a
crossing south of the Spokane St right‐of‐way. We ask you to study the impacts to terminal access
and delays in freight mobility during construction and potential for a permanent loss of cargo
volumes from a northern crossing
We appreciate that Sound Transit has invested time, along with the Port and the NWSA, during the
alternatives development phase, to understand and work towards addressing these concerns.
However, we remain unconvinced that the potential effects of this construction could be mitigated
for the Port, the NWSA, and other maritime/industrial businesses, including the longshore dispatch
hall. These routes have the potential to create significant negative impacts on cargo and supporting
water‐dependent logistic functions, with resulting negative economic effects across several
industries, far beyond the Seattle harbor and King County. The expected impacts during the
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estimated five‐year construction period could damage international container cargo operations
and significantly contribute to truck and other traffic in the already congested Spokane St corridor.
From our perspective, this is not sufficiently covered by the current approach to measuring the
economic impacts of the project, yet it is essential in ensuring the continued economic viability of
these businesses.
The trucks gates for T‐5 and T‐18 are accessed via South Spokane St from I‐5, SR99, W Marginal Way
SW, and E Marginal Way S. T‐18 is the busiest container terminal in the state, currently it is served
by an average of about 4,000 daily truck trips (NWSA RFID data, March 2019). S Spokane St is the
primary route for trucks getting to and from this terminal. It provides access between the container
terminal and the railyards (located off E Marginal Way S) as well as access to and from I‐5 and I‐90.
None of the other terminals at the NWSA can accommodate the volumes at T‐18 and anticipated at
T‐5. T‐5, once in operation, will also incur significant truck volumes, with estimates ranging from
1,000 to 3,600 daily trips (T‐5 Wharf Rehabilitation, Berth Deepening and Improvements Project,
FEIS, Transportation Technical Report, 2016).
Further consideration of an alignment north of the West Seattle Bridge must carefully address the
feasibility of committing to points such as the following during construction. These must also be
studied and applied to alignments south of the bridge, as in Alternatives 1 and 2, however this
alignment traverses the container terminals directly.












Good access to the NWSA container terminals must be maintained throughout construction for
road and rail.
Temporary business disruptions and displacements must be minimized, and unavoidable
business displacement mitigated.
Traffic flows along the S Spokane St corridor between W Marginal Way SW and I‐5/I‐90, will
require enforced limitations on construction traffic during commuter peak hours as well as
midday freight peaks on week days, unless other innovative approaches that protect freight
mobility are found. Unlimited hauling may be possible at night and non‐event weekends.
Construction activities along S Spokane St that disrupt terminal access must provide alternative
access that fully accommodates the same volume and types of traffic, including:
o Pedestrian/bicycle access
o Truck traffic into gate queue area
o Emergency & fire vehicle access
o Displaced parking areas, and
o Employee traffic
o Security fencing.
o Vendor delivery access
Construction staging/laydown areas should reside outside the terminal property.
Construction haul routes should be selected to minimize disruption to freight routes
Maintain traffic signalization and signage along Spokane Corridor to facilitate freight movement
Maintain north/south cross streets
Agency coordination requirements such as regular meetings to plan traffic and terminal
operational impact mitigation should be clearly defined and enforced leading up to and
throughout construction.

In addition to the possible impacts to T‐18, our neighboring container facility, T‐ 5, must also be
considered. We expect it to again be operational during Sound Transit’s targeted construction
window for the West Seattle segment. At present, the port has received land use and building
permit approvals for implementation of the T‐5 Cargo Wharf Rehabilitation, Berth Deepening, and
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Improvements project. Phased construction is anticipated to begin in 2019, with operation of the
improved marine cargo facility in 2021. As noted above, we anticipate that similar needs as T‐18 will
need to be addressed for T‐5.
Terminal 25 (T‐25), at the southeast margin of the East Waterway would also be affected by a North
alignment. T‐25, operating as a combined facility with Terminal 30 (T‐25/30), includes significant
existing and future marine cargo and environmental assets. The North alignment must avoid and
minimize disruption of T‐25/30 marine cargo operations. In addition, the port is planning for use of
the south portion of T‐25/30 as a significant estuarine habitat restoration area. Placement of rail
line columns and over‐head structures in this location has the potential to substantially diminish
planned uses for habitat on this site. Also, a portion of the terminal is currently used for truck
parking. The area is one of very few areas for off‐street overnight parking. Its capacity should be
maintained.
There are other industrial businesses that also rely on the waterfront access with similar potential
effects from a northerly alignment whose businesses should receive similar accommodations.
In addition to potential negative construction effects, placement of light rail north of the West
Seattle Bridge has the potential to impede adjacent and nearby marine industrial logistics and
support businesses and other industrial uses and activities important to the south harbor area.
While the Duwamish crossing options just south of the West Seattle Bridge will also prove
challenging during construction, the potential impact on international cargo operations would be
much less significant. The interdependencies and co‐location benefits of businesses in SODO mean
that losing some businesses may amplify or result in un‐anticipated negative effects throughout the
supply chain. Further, scarce availability of equivalent shore‐side properties with essential
navigational access characteristics to relocate water‐dependent uses must be considered.
In the Interbay Section, further information is needed to clarify construction methods of this
alternative. The crossing of 15th near Armory Way may have negative effects on the freight corridor.
The DEIS should identify construction methods and effects of this elevated section. Additionally,
please identify potential effects on the adjacent freight and passenger rail tracks and operations.
The Smith Cove station effects on ridership volumes of Alternative 2 vs 3 should be analyzed and
evaluated as well, since the location on the Alternative 2 west side of the corridor is adjacent to
more highly developed land uses. Thus, the Alternative 3 station location appears less accessible for
the employees identified above in Alternative 2.
Ship Canal Crossing: We have seen very little information to date on the tunnel crossing of the ship
canal in this 14th Avenue West corridor. Please identify effects of a tunnel, such as in Alternative 3
on the maritime and industrial uses in BINMIC.

3. Elements of the Environment
In the environmental review, we ask that Sound Transit address issues that arise in any of the
following categories that wouldn’t otherwise be an issue, were it not for the WSBLink Extension.
Transportation: Analyze and evaluate freight and worker transportation access to all port
properties and facilities, port‐related businesses, and impacts to freight mobility across the city,
including to, from and between the two MICs. Consider road, water and rail transportation,
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including rail yards, both facilities and operations. Benefits or impacts to freight mobility should be
key in comparison of project alternatives. Identify how the alignments correspond with the Seattle
Freight Master Plan, to evaluate effects on limited‐access‐, major‐, and minor‐truck streets and
first/last mile freight connectors. Also, address safety issues and impacts with regard to alignment
location, aerial structure siting, integration of various transportation modes, sight distances, and
circulation liability. We have reviewed and commented on the Transportation Methodology report
and supplied additional requests for information to be included or analyzed. This study must be a
comprehensive traffic analysis, including travel time and other quantitative measures, and access to
and from port facilities. We request review and comment of draft and final transportation reports
prior to publication.
Acquisitions, Displacement and Relocations: in this attachment, or related attachments we have
provided details describing potential negative effects to Fishermen’s Terminal, and Terminals 5,
18—including the liquid bulk facility, 25, 102 and 104. We are concerned about property impacts,
but also resultant implications for direct and related maritime businesses. Analysis should include
the interdependencies of industrial and maritime businesses and the dependency on water access.
Land Use: As discussed above, please provide analysis of effects as the extensions pass through the
city’s two regionally‐ and locally‐designated MICs and state‐regulated shorelines, and potential to
protect and improve access conditions for these industrial areas. Evaluate the land use implications
in light of the essential public facilities designation in the GMA. Particularly evaluate potential for
loss of essential industrial zoned area, that is, area built and committed to industrial and marine
industrial use.
We would not want to see non‐compatible land use changes resulting from new stations, nor would
we want a poorly designed transportation system to degrade access and lead to erosion of industrial
capacity and capability, including, but not limited to, the movement of over‐sized vehicles. Several
businesses at Terminal 7 provide this type of service to the business community at large. Their
proximity to NWSA facilities is an important asset.
Analysis and evaluation must also include the potential effects of changes to zoning and land use
that are incompatible with existing uses in the proximity of future light rail stations or operations.
More specifically, Sound Transit should avoid incompatibilities with industrial development that
could arise from siting stations in or near industrial land that may result in pressure for high density
non‐industrial uses, or any type of residential use in the MICs.
We note that there have been past cases of stations opened in industrial areas that are initially
intended to serve the nearby industrial employment, but once they are established they lead to
perennial requests for rezoning to residential uses. The SODO Link Light Rail station is one example.
The Port is particularly concerned with potential diminution of essential industrial zoned area, area
built and committed to industrial and marine industrial use. These areas require enhanced industrial
function, not fractured change.
Economy: The Port of Seattle is an economic development authority and the NWSA provides critical
economic support to the region and the state. The project must not interfere with our ability to
accomplish our public sector mission. We have significant concerns about economic effects resulting
from unmitigated impacts to businesses which could also affect supporting or related businesses in
the maritime, seafood, cruise or industrial economic sectors. Analysis should include the potential
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for impacts on industrial lands or businesses to induce acquisitions, displacements, and relocations.
Analysis must account for situations where a port terminal is anchoring a network of nearby supplier
businesses. Also importantly, evaluate the cost of increased congestion due to construction
activities in the public right of way. We request review and comment the opportunity for draft and
final economic reports prior to publication.
Further, with regard to commerce, the review must consider the facilities that support international
trade flow and the broader commerce impacts. The GMA requires that the region protect, preserve
or enhance those essential public facilities and operations. Container ports’ role as a critical supply
chain element benefiting manufacturers and growers throughout the entire state prompted the
creation of a state Growth Management Act requirement for the Comprehensive Plan Container
Port Element, which in turn required the inclusion of the element within the Seattle Comprehensive
Plan. This was finalized and adopted by the City of Seattle in 2012. The implications of the Container
Port Element extend to the Duwamish Crossing and the SODO segments.
Social, community facilities and neighborhood: Address transportation effects on the Duwamish
and BINMIC business community. This should include community bifurcation, changes in circulation
patterns to and from public services and amenities, and changes to emergency service response
times during construction and due to altered structures and routes following completion. In
addition, the port is concerned that businesses and mobility access in areas south of the proposed
alignments, particularly in Georgetown and South Park, be protected and improved by the project.
Parks and Recreation and Visual/Aesthetics: The Port operates four recreational marinas and has
23 public access sites that include scenic bike and pedestrian trails, picnic areas, habitat restoration
areas, fishing piers, and shoreline access. Please coordinate with the Port of Seattle to ensure a
complete analysis of the visual and/or shading impacts of the proposed alignments on these
facilities.
Historic/Cultural Resources: The Port maintains many structures that are over 50 years old. Please
coordinate with the Port of Seattle to ensure a complete analysis of potentially eligible structures. In
addition, facilities at Fishermen’s Terminal, south T‐25/30, T‐18, and T‐5 have been constructed in
filled former shoreline and shallow‐water aquatic areas, used historically for non‐port related
marine industrial uses and activities or occupied for other purposes. Construction of rail line
footings and columns has the potential to disrupt significant historical resources and requires
detailed analysis and evaluation. Finally, in‐water construction in multiple areas has the potential to
affect Treaty fishing access, an existing condition the port is committed to maintaining and
improving, in partnership with the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and the Suquamish Tribe.
Noise/Vibration: Construction and operational noise and vibration effects, atmospheric and in‐
water, require detailed analysis and evaluation. Vibration affects filled upland liquefaction‐prone
soils. Noise effects must be evaluated, regarding commercial, office, and other occupied structures
at Fishermen’s Terminal and T‐102.
Water resources: Please include potential for contaminated soils affecting groundwater conditions
where construction impacts are expected. Additionally, the Port operates a storm water utility on
Port properties: please identify storm water infrastructure and runoff effects as the link alignment
passes on, over or through Port properties.
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Air Quality: Please translate regional passenger and freight transportation changes during
construction and upon completion into effects on air quality and greenhouse gas emissions. Effects
to consider may include, but not be limited to, the potential for increased emissions from truck
idling due to congestion or at at‐grade crossings, temporary changes in vessel at‐berth operations or
while maneuvering, and potential delays in port operations and effects on cargo handling
equipment idle times, etc. Please also provide expected impacts on both air quality—NOx, DPM,
VOC, CO, SO2 Black Carbon, and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (CO2) associated with the
construction process and with the completed link light rail extension as compared to an agreed‐
upon pre‐construction baseline noting all measures taken to minimize negative impacts on air
quality and GHG emissions. Also evaluate the potential for decreased emissions from reduced
passenger transportation.
Geology/Soils: The area is comprised of historic landfilling in shallow intertidal aquatic area
sediments, with shallow ground‐water conditions. The geological condition in this area is very
complex and will require detailed evaluation.
Hazardous Material: Due to previous land uses and filling activities, encountering unexpected
contamination along the corridor is highly likely. The corridor has the potential to cross existing
State or Federal cleanup sites with existing remedies that are comprise of engineering and
institutional controls in place. Construction activities, completed structures and final operation
must avoid impacts to existing remedies.
Public Services, Safety and Security: Detailed analyses and evaluations are necessary for all at‐
grade link service, with the potential to obstruct or impede emergency services. Analysis of
alternative emergency access routes is necessary. This is of particular importance for sites with
commercial activities available to the public, including Fishermen’s Terminal and T‐102. Analyses
should include changes in circulation patterns to and from public services and changes to emergency
service response times. In addition, evaluation of potential link light rail effects on federally‐required
security conditions at port facilities is essential.
Energy Impacts and Utilities: Please ensure there is sufficient capacity in existing utilities and
ensure that there is room for increased capacity to accommodate expected growth, in addition to
the Link extensions’ needs. Please address this concern with power capacity and any need to
upgrade utilities.
Section 4f and 6f: The port has multiple parks, recreation areas, and habitat sites. Please coordinate
with the Port of Seattle to ensure a complete analysis of effects on these public resources.
Environmental Justice: Scoping should include effects of not providing transit access to Duwamish
Valley communities. All three alternatives do not address transit needs for these communities with
limited existing transit options. None of the potential alignments reach South Park or Georgetown;
while the proposed Delridge station only serves a limited portion of the north Delridge
neighborhood.
Construction Impacts: Please evaluate all elements of the environment for impacts during
construction, particularly as noted in this letter and our comments for relevant EIS elements,
including transportation.
Cumulative Impacts: Please evaluate all elements of the environment for cumulative impacts from
direct and indirect development, over time. The Port of Seattle and The NWSA make long‐term
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investments for public purpose and will provide to you our planned capital improvement projects
from our long‐range planning documents.

Conclusion
The Port and NWSA are pleased with the ongoing collaboration with Sound Transit and other key
agencies and stakeholders to consider the alternatives that uphold the importance of the Port’s
economic development mission, and its ability to continue producing family wage jobs and uplift the
quality of life in the region. We will continue to be staunch advocates to support an integrated and
robust transportation system that is essential to maintaining Puget Sound’s economic competitiveness.
As a peer public agency with commensurate obligations to the public we both serve, we look forward to
on‐going successful work with Sound Transit toward a system expansion that complements our regional
economic development work and moves our region toward transportation solutions that benefit
everyone.

March 5, 2018
Board Chair Dave Somers
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104
VIA EMAIL: wsblink@soundtransit.org
Re: West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Early Scoping

Dear Board Chair Somers,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide early scoping comments to start the project development and environmental
process for the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions. The nexus between Port of Seattle and Northwest Seaport
Alliance operations and the project’s representative alignment is significant, thus we look forward to being a close
partner on this critical new infrastructure. Through construction and subsequent operations, this project has the
potential of impacting many port facilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fishermen’s Terminal
Interbay/Magnolia cruise and fishing terminals (Terminals 90 and 91)
Terminals 5 (adjacent to West Seattle)
Terminal 18 (Harbor Island)
Salmon Bay Marina (adjacent to Fishermen’s Terminal)
Old Tsubota Steel site (near Magnolia Bridge)
Grain terminal (Terminal 86)
Terminal 46 (near Coleman Dock)
Terminals 30 and 25 (south of T-46 and north of Spokane St)
Terminals 102, 104 and 106

In 1911, King County citizens created the public Port of Seattle – ensuring that harbor facilities were managed for the
benefit of all citizens not just a privileged few. Today that responsibility extends from Fishermen’s Terminal to Sea-Tac
Airport and includes the Northwest Seaport Alliance, a marine-cargo operating partnership of the Port of Seattle and
Port of Tacoma.
We are responsible for creating good jobs across the state by advancing trade and commerce, promoting manufacturing
and maritime growth and stimulating economic development. To be successful in that mission, it is critical that other
jurisdictions and government agencies like Sound Transit recognize the complicated nature of our operations and
collaborate closely when major projects might impact our assets.

Over the past two decades, the Port has invested almost $500 million our region’s transportation system supporting
partners’ projects such as Sound Transit. Our collaboration with Sound Transit included construction (and the extension)
of Link Light Rail at Sea-Tac Airport. We strategized for the Sounder rail start-up and ensured the Eastside Rail Corridor
remained in public ownership. Overall, we fundamentally support high capacity transit ridership to reduce
transportation congestion.
As we have shared in previous letters to Sound Transit, we have three primary objectives for Sound Transit 3 projects:
1. Enhance service to Sea-Tac Airport for passengers and employees, from a web of cities throughout the region;
2. Strengthen access to Port facilities, both existing and future developments; and
3. Improve regional transportation for personal mobility, while protecting maritime and industrial land uses and
freight mobility.
With respect to the West Seattle and Ballard Extensions, those second two objectives are critical. We appreciate Sound
Transit’s new approach to project development and broader stakeholder engagement. However, given the route of the
current representative alignment, we are concerned about the possible significant impacts to the region’s maritime and
industrial sectors because of this project. Moving forward, we look forward to integral involvement in defining the
project’s preferred alignment and appreciate Sound Transit staff work to-date in that regard since the project kicked off
in early January with the first meeting of the Elected Leadership Group (ELG).
As the ELG’s sole representative of the Port of Seattle and Northwest Seaport Alliance, I hope that Sound Transit will
appreciate the extensive process behind communicating our perspective, concerns and comments about the project. In
my role as a Port Commissioner and NWSA Managing Member, I am focused on ensuring that the economic activity
created by our organizations is beneficial and accessible to every community we serve. My approach to planning efforts
around the West Seattle and Ballard Extensions project will be no different.
An integrated and robust transportation system is essential to maintaining Puget Sound’s economic competitiveness and
quality of life. We look forward to continuing our successful work with Sound Transit toward a system expansion that
complements our ongoing economic development work for the region and toward new regional transportation solutions
with respect to this project and other Sound Transit 3 extensions.
Please find detailed early scoping comments attached. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Commissioner Stephanie Bowman
Port of Seattle Commission
Northwest Seaport Alliance Managing Member

Cc:

Sound Transit CEO Peter Rogoff
Port of Seattle Commission
Port of Tacoma Commission
Port of Seattle Executive Director Steve Metruck
Northwest Seaport Alliance CEO John Wolfe
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Thank you for the opportunity to supply these early scoping comments. We look forward to integral
involvement in defining the West Seattle and Ballard Link (WSBLink) Extensions’ preferred
alignment, and appreciate our inclusion in both the Elected Leadership Group and the interagency
team. While we believe that these extensions could significantly improve transportation in our
region, there is great risk to multiple stakeholders in overlooking key issues identified in the
document.
Staff contacts:
• Geri Poor, Regional Transportation Manager, poor.g@portseattle.org
• Lindsay Wolpa, Regional Government Affairs Manager, wolpa.l@portseattle.org
Our comments follow the general outline requested in your Early Scoping Information Report:
I. Purpose & Need
II. Representative Alignment – issues, concerns, areas of agreement
A. W Seattle Link Extension
B. Ballard Link Extension
C. Downtown Segment
III. Potential alternatives
A. W Seattle Link Extension
B. Ballard Link Extension
IV. Elements of environment

I. Purpose & Need
We generally support the Purpose and Need statement. However, we are concerned that the
statement lacks recognition that the project crosses two of the region’s largest and most
productive industrial zones (Manufacturing and Industrial Centers [MICs]) and respectfully
request that that fact is explicitly acknowledged in the official documentation of the project.
The Port of Seattle’s Century Agenda and Long-Range Plan focus on this importance of close
proximity to industrial lands within our goal to “Anchor the Puget Sound urban-industrial land
use to prevent sprawl in less developed areas.” We firmly believe that as the Link extensions
pass through the MICs, planning must respect the vitality and economic contributions of the
maritime and industrial sectors of our economies with a pragmatic balance. In turn, those sectors
closely rely on the symbiotic land uses and transportation systems supporting freight access and
mobility. Increased transit passenger mobility must be balanced with existing and future
industrial capacity and capability in these centers. In this context, it is essential to note that:
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• Existing freight mobility for all modes of transportation must be maintained, and the project
designed in a way that does not pre-empt future extension of freight infrastructure.
• MIC employment densities are lower than those in other Centers;
• Traditional TOD approaches, which typically include housing, are inappropriate; and

Purpose
The current Purpose includes seven bullet points, which are all important. In keeping with our
comments above, we suggest adding the following bullet as well:
• “Preserve and enhance the jobs and economic contributions of the Duwamish and BallardInterbay MICs to the region’s economy by protecting freight infrastructure and right-ofway along the corridor.”
We suggest the following underlined addition to the third bullet:
• Connect regional growth centers and manufacturing/industrial centers as described in
adopted regional and local land use… plans and Sound Transit’s Regional Transit LongRange Plan (Sound Transit, 2014).
We believe that the sixth bullet should acknowledge that station area development may be
different in stations located in the Manufacturing and Industrial Centers (MICs), as traditional
transit-oriented development (TOD) of high-density residential uses would not be allowed. The
Port is particularly concerned with potential diminution of essential industrial zoned area, area
built and committed to industrial and marine industrial use. These areas require improvement,
not fractured change to non-industrial uses and activities. Please consider the following
amendments:
• Encourage equitable and sustainable urban growth in station areas through support of
transit-oriented development, station access, and modal integration in a manner that is
consistent with local land use plans policies and code requirements.
Bullets two, five and seven’s focus on “regional mobility for all” and “a healthy environment” are
also critical, recognizing that the SeaTac/Airport station has carried the highest station ridership
for nearly the first decade that Link has served our region. We affirm that this system expansion
will expand access to and from Sea-Tac Airport for regional travelers, visitors, and employees
supporting the airport area. Similarly, there are other Port of Seattle facilities in these corridors
which will provide opportunities for new Link riders, as noted throughout our following
comments, but especially including our cruise terminals and Fishermen’s Terminal.
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Need
The current Need includes six bullet points, with the first bullet as perhaps the most significant.
Similarly to the discussion under Purpose, the Need bullets should reflect that difference for
station areas in the MICs. Please consider the following underlined addition to bullet five:
• Regional and local plans call for increased residential and employment density at and
around many HCT stations, and increased options for multi-modal access.
Finally, we believe that Sound Transit will need to develop these extensions in a cooperative
working relationship among multiple agencies with individual public missions. We will support
development of the light rail extensions, while stewarding our public mission and assets and
working to find the best mutually beneficial coincident outcomes with our fellow agencies.

II. Representative Alignment – issues, concerns, and areas of agreement
The Port of Seattle and Northwest Seaport Alliance support the Link Light Rail system, and the
extensions to West Seattle and Ballard. We recognize the years of planning described in the Early
Scoping Information Report that have helped get us to this point. We are pleased that the
Alternatives Analysis is now funded, so that the project team and stakeholders can understand
our issues and concerns with the Representative Alignment, many of which we have identified in
prior comment letters.
We urge Sound Transit to integrate amenities or services that would improve HCT access to
Sea-Tac and other regionally designated centers. Air passenger ridership on Link has unique
characteristics including infrequent trips, carrying luggage, discomfort with the airport/Link
station walk, or early/late travel times. We ask that all new vehicles accommodate space for
passenger luggage, an important feature not well incorporated into existing lines.
By adding new connections to the regional link system, WSBLink extensions come within the
greater Sound Transit 3 program, which included other region-wide programs for system access,
innovation and technology. We expect that some of these funds could be used on the WSBLink
extensions, at the home or business end of the airport trip, to overcome some of the barriers to
transit ridership to the airport. Similarly, airport employees’ shifts frequently start or end at
times that Link does not currently operate. While Link Light Rail has more reliable travel times, it
is a longer trip time at off-peak hours, again a detriment to air passenger ridership.

A. West Seattle Link Extension
The Port of Seattle and Northwest Seaport Alliance (NWSA) support the extension to West
Seattle, albeit with significant concerns regarding our port terminals and facilities, as well as the
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supporting freight infrastructure for modes, and the potential for impacts to the vibrancy of the
Duwamish MIC. We have met with staff and shared Port ownership maps.
The Port and NWSA own and operate many facilities in the Duwamish, especially waterdependent uses on the shoreline. We support the representative alignment through SODO near
the E-3 busway, over the Spokane St Viaduct, and paralleling the southern side of the Spokane St
right of way. We endorse this location for limiting the direct impacts on the Terminals 46, 30 and
25 (T-46, T-30 and T-25) and the Port’s maintenance shop at T-25 S Horton St. Access to T-25/30,
T-18 (and all Harbor Island port and non-port facilities), and T-5 must be evaluated and potential
negative effects avoided and minimized. Soil conditions should be given considerable review at
all sites.
The aerial Link extension must preserve and protect the major truck access to our Terminals 5
and 18, the BNSF rail, T-104 and access to the Port of Seattle’s Harbor Marine Center (T-102) on
Harbor Island – east-west mobility in the Spokane Street corridor is congested and complex. As
you may know, NWSA formed in 2015 to jointly operate the nation’s fourth largest gateway for
international containers and some maritime industrial properties of the Port of Seattle and Port
of Tacoma. The light rail expansion through SODO to West Seattle and the Sounder expansion
must be cognizant of potential impacts to the nation’s international trade flows, and must
protect, preserve or enhance those facilities and operations.
The port’s role as an economic engine prompted the creation of a state Growth Management Act
requirement for Comprehensive Plan Container Port Element, which in turn required the
inclusion the concept within the Seattle Comprehensive Plan. This was finalized by the City of
Seattle in 2012. See in particular Policy CP 1.6 about preserving freight access to the terminals
and Policy CP 1.2 about protecting land near the port with zoning for port-related activities.
The “Terminal 5 (T-5) Wharf Rehabilitation, Bertha Deepening and Improvements Project” is
projected to be fully operational by the time the West Seattle Link goes into construction in
2025. As a permit condition for the T-5 redevelopment, the NWSA is to install an approved
Federal Rail Administration Quiet Zone (QZ) corridor between the T-5 gate and the West
Duwamish rail bridge. The foundations and columns for the proposed alignment of the West
Seattle Link bridge would need to be placed in a manner that will preserve and protect the Quiet
Zone corridor and the at-grade crossing access to the businesses. Note that NWSA is providing
more than $5 million in funding and working with Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT)
and BNSF to establish the QZ. The QZ will eliminate uncontrolled at-grade crossings in the
corridor. The main, and ultimately (by the time construction for the West Seattle Link bridge
begins in 2025) the only, rail crossing providing access to the business on the east side of the
railroad between T-5 and the Duwamish rail bridge will be located between Spokane St and the
West Seattle Bridge.
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Both rail and vehicle access to and from T-5 and T-18 must be protected and preserved without
limiting the freight movement in the international supply chain. The BNSF rail tracks, which also
run south of Spokane Street, provide critical access to Harbor Island and T-5, so avoidance of
those tracks is critical for piers, footings, and any construction impacts. The alignment must not
pre-empt any future freight rail capacity expansion, at the railyards and terminals, or along the
Spokane Street corridor.
The Port’s Harbor Marina Corporate Center (T-102) already has limited access (also on Harbor
Island, south of Spokane St). SSA Marine (T-18’s marine terminal operator), maintains offices at
T-102 that provide critical support for their operations on the other end of Harbor Island. Also,
the Port’s T-104 lies between East Marginal Way and the East Waterway, west of the East
Marginal Way Grade Separation. Further design work will also require close coordination with us
regarding facilities access, impacts of construction, aerial guideway column placement and light
rail operations.
For the Link bridge over the commercial waterway:
• Air draft should be at least as high as the West Seattle Freeway;
• Column spacing within the waterway should be at least 200’and in alignment with the
existing navigation path beneath the Swing Bridge and the BNSF trestle.
During construction, the Duwamish waterway must not be restricted from navigation of barges
up to 105’ beam by 420’ length, and air draft currently available.
In SODO, our understanding is that this alignment does not use public street rights of way, such
as 1st or 4th Avenues S. Beneficially, this means no direct capacity loss in the SODO public rights
of way, yet we need to understand if existing buses on the busway would be displaced to city
streets. The arterials in SODO are already constrained and certainly congested during peak
commute hours; further traffic volumes risk interfering with freight mobility in this overburdened section of the Duwamish MIC. Impacts to avoid or mitigate include: loss of lanes, loss
of turning or freight parking/loading capacity due to dedicated transit-ways or aerial guideway
columns; construction activity of guideway or stations’ and increased at-grade rail crossings in
industrial areas. In summary, project planning and development must focus on limiting and/or
mitigating any impacts to freight access and mobility.

B. Ballard Link Extension:
The Port of Seattle supports the extension to Ballard, again with significant concerns regarding
our port terminals and facilities and potential for impacts to the vibrancy of the Ballard-Interbay
Northend Manufacturing/Industrial Center (BINMIC). The Ballard Link Extension corridor is in the
center of the 615-acre BINMIC, anchored by Fishermen’s Terminal and Terminal 91, both
essential water-dependent marine industrial assets, with related effects on other adjacent
industrial uses and activities. Here also, we have met with Sound Transit staff and shared Port
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ownership maps. As with the West Seattle extensions, all sites must receive considerable review
of soil conditions.
BINMIC is headquarters to industrial, maritime and fishing, and manufacturing activities. The
light rail expansion to the northwest to Ballard must be sited with regard to the maritime and
BINMIC operations. Many vessels from the North Pacific fishing fleet homeport at facilities on
the Lake Washington Ship Canal, Salmon Bay, and Terminal 91 (T-91), especially including
Fishermen’s Terminal. Fishermen’s Terminal is critical to Seattle’s maritime economy (please see
further information below). Terminal 91 is our 200-acre facility which serves multiple customers,
which is the homeport for the commercial fishing fleet, and Smith Cove Cruise Terminal our two
berth facility. Along with the Bell St Pier Cruise Terminal, these berths have led to recent growth
in Seattle’s tourism industry, driven by the burgeoning cruise ship industry.
The Port also operates recreational marinas, the Maritime Industrial Center, and recently agreed
to acquire the Salmon Bay Marina, 2100 West Commodore Way (final possession later in 2018).
Additionally, T-91 includes significant acreage for which the Port has considered redevelopment
options, and is currently considering industrial and/or commercial redevelopment. The
Maritime Industrial Center, at 2700 W Commodore Way, offers short-term and daily moorage
for vessels up to 250’ in length, concrete dock space for loading and repair/maintenance work,
short-term gear storage and staging, and office and shop space. The economic impact of Port of
Seattle Related Fishing at T-91, Fishermen’s Terminal and the Maritime Industrial Center is
16,000 direct/indirect jobs, $1.3 billion annual payroll, $1 billion annual business revenue, and
120 million annual local taxes (p. 34, Endnote 1).
If the proposed alignment remains elevated, the Link bridge over the Lake Washington Ship
Canal, air draft should be at least as high as the Aurora Bridge. Column spacing within the
waterway should be at least 200’ and in alignment with the existing navigation path beneath the
Ballard Bridge. During construction, the Ship Canal should not be restricted from navigation of
vessels up to 78’ beam by 400’ length, and air draft currently available under the Aurora Bridge.
We advocate that a Ship Canal crossing should be a fixed structure, not a bascule or other
“opening” span, so that marine traffic and light rail are completely independent of one another.
Specifically, we have documented many times, in many comment letters, our concerns over the
impacts of the representative alignment on the west side of the Ballard Bridge. Fishermen’s
Terminal is the vibrant home of the North Pacific Fishing Fleet. It is a living landmark, as well as
an active industrial site that is home to the core of the current and evolving fishing industry.
Fishermen’s Terminal (established in 1919), is the largest single-built, committed fishing industry
support site in King County encompassing 76 acres. Fishermen’s Terminal offers a full
complement of services for commercial fishing and workboats. Additionally, there is year-round
and seasonal freshwater recreational moorage. Landside businesses at Fishermen’s Terminal
include a wide range of businesses, from support services for fishing and commercial maritime
activities, to retailers, restaurants and offices. We recently completed a strategic plan for
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Fishermen’s Terminal which calls for expanding the on-site roster of suppliers that serve the
fishing fleets. Private sector actors in the fishing cluster are bullish as well. Note that the 2016
report “Modernization of the North Pacific Fishing Fleet Economic Opportunity Analysis”
(Endnote 2) probes an emerging trend for new-build fishing vessels in Washington State
shipyards.
On Fishermen’s Terminal (FT), along the eastern-most side, Fishing Vessel Owners (FVO) and
their two marine ways are situated directly west of the bridge. FVO operation is profoundly vital
to the local maritime industry: losing the operation would have significant domino impacts to
other marine and fishing related businesses. FVO is one of the Port of Seattle’s oldest tenants,
providing services from their current location since 1919. The two FVO rail systems (300-ton and
500-ton) haul approximately 50 vessels per year for repair on land and FVO works on about 50
vessels per year in the water. If the columns for the light rail aerial structure touch down on the
areas leased to FVO, the impacts to the piers, above ground and in water rails, landside
structures and operations would be very significant. Studied during the monorail studies in 20035, relocation of their service and function was found to be infeasible. This likely would result in
FVO moving their operation out of Seattle or closing all together, and the loss of about 30 family
wage union jobs and Port revenue, as well as impacts to vendors and subcontractor jobs. Having
the convenience of a trusted shipyard is a large factor in many of the vessels staying at FT and
paying higher rents. Another trickle-down effect would be lower occupancy on the docks and
fewer people supporting the upland businesses at FT.
We have grave concerns that piers and footings of a new bridge would create new navigational
constraints in the area west of the Ballard Bridge, where access, turning and maneuvering for
larger vessels, especially the fishing fleet needs to be taken into consideration (both in the final
design and during construction). Other impacts to Fishermen’s Terminal would potentially be
reduced storage and laydown space, reduced parking, and reduced moorage slips.
While we will propose alternative alignments in the next section, we support the representative
alignment being aerial, rather than at-grade, in the Elliott/15th Ave W corridor: this is already a
congested city arterial which also serves as the freight spine through Seattle, connecting the two
MICs and also the major access route to the Pier 91 cruise terminal.
Planning must focus on minimizing loss of capacity on the freight spine. Impacts to avoid or
mitigate include: loss of lanes, loss of turning or freight parking/loading capacity due to
dedicated transit-ways or aerial guideway columns; construction activity of guideway or stations,
and increased at-grade rail crossings in industrial areas. The Elliott/15th Ave W corridor has no
proximate parallel routes that could accommodate vehicles or truck-turn maneuvering both in
final operations and during construction and so such functions must be incorporated into the
corridor design. In summary, project planning and development must focus on limiting and/or
mitigating any impacts on freight access and mobility, and other users in the corridor such as the
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cruise industry. For this reason, we recommend consideration of alternatives to the
representative alignment in the next section.
Station location: We look forward to further station area analysis for the Smith Cove stop, to
consider how best to capture the T-91 employees (fishing, industrial and cruise) and cruise
terminal passengers. We support the stops providing access to Seattle Center, especially for the
redevelopment at Key Arena.

C. Downtown Segment
We support the 5th Avenue tunnel, over other alternatives considered such as an at grade
alignment in 1st Avenue. A chief issue of a 1st Avenue alignment is the potential loss of vehicle
capacity through downtown, as well as farther south in SODO and the Duwamish.

III. Potential alternative alignments
The Port and NWSA believes that there is significant work to do on alternative alignments. The
public and a wide range of stakeholders need a better understanding of benefits and constraints
in order to be able to make trade off decisions. Please address the following in your analysis of
alternatives, in keeping with our more detailed comments above.

A. West Seattle Link Extension
1) Southerly single river crossing of Duwamish farther south than Spokane St Corridor
(Idaho/Genesee): The Port would support such an analysis to remove impacts from the highly
subscribed Spokane St Corridor which currently carries multiple levels of automobile traffic,
active rail lines, and river traffic. Light rail in this alternative must be situated carefully to
minimize impacts to Port terminals south of the Spokane St Corridor: T-102, T-103, 104, 106,
and 115. T-105 and T-107 are public open space and shoreline access sites.
2) Negative effects are unacceptable for an alignment north of the Spokane St Bridge, especially if
unable to accommodate access needs to T-5, T-18 and other Harbor Island businesses.
3) The rail corridor along the Spokane Street corridor was designed with the potential for an
additional rail track. That right-of-way must be protected, as well as the rail yards.
4) Any crossing of the West Duwamish Waterway must be designed to not impede commercial
traffic on the waterway.
5) During construction, it will be important to maintain freight mobility and access to our terminals,
as well as other freight trip generators, for all modes of transportation.

B. Ballard Link Extension
As mentioned above in comments regarding the preferred alignment, Elliott/15th Ave W is already a
congested city arterial, the spine for freight travel through Seattle, and the primary route to the
Smith Cove Cruise Terminal and industrial land at T-91. Fishermen’s Terminal, one of the Port’s
oldest active facilities, stands to lose a significant tenant under the representative alignment
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(reference significant details above on FT). Seattle’s cruise homeport serves over one million
annual passengers, and Smith Cove Cruise Terminal has 2 of Seattle’s 3 berths. Good access to the
public transit system for maritime and industrial employees and cruise passengers reaps benefits.
We endorse further study of alternative designs to resolve these issues, and suggest the following:
1) Tunnel under Ship Canal as in Alignment C-01(c): We believe that a tunnel under the Lake
Washington Ship Canal (Ship Canal) will contribute to system reliability at a scale to justify that
investment. It will also eliminate conflicts with the Port’s Fishermen’s Terminal that were well
documented and never resolved in high capacity planning proposals including the monorail
project. (Please reference FT information on page 6 of this letter). The Representative
Alignment considered for a new Ship Canal Bridge is west of the existing Ballard Bridge, which
would likely require acquisition and relocation of the Fishing Vessel Owners (FVO) facility, an
active operation providing unique capabilities to the maritime industry. Additionally, this would
relieve new navigational constraints in the area west of the Ballard Bridge due to piers of a new
bridge, for access, turning and maneuvering for larger vessels. We need detailed design and
construction evaluations of these alternatives.
However, in pursuing such a tunnel, we have a concern related to our new property, Salmon Bay
Marina. Sound Transit staff has noted that a vertical tunnel access shaft would be part of tunnel
construction and that this marina is being considered for the site of the shaft. The property
currently contains City, state and federal approvals for improving the site, and the Port is
beginning plans for upland improvements. This could also be impacted by the vertical tunnel
access. Again, this is prime waterfront industrial land, and we urge Sound Transit to explore
alternative locations. However, our significant concerns can only be clarified with detailed
design and construction evaluations.
The entire BINMIC and ship canal area will be impacted by this decision and would be adversely
affected by poor planning and design. We anticipate that study of a tunnel under the ship canal
may relieve impacts on the maritime industry and family-wage jobs dependent on the ship canal
location.
2) Tunnel under ship canal closer to 15th: While a tunnel was proposed farther west in the studies
for the ST3 System Plan, we would also request study of a tunnel under the ship canal at 15th Ave
W, to improve system reliability (compared to a ship canal bridge) and reduce impacts on the
BINMIC and Fishermen’s Terminal.
3) Tunnel under Elliott: Traffic is already very congested in the Elliott/15th Corridor. Construction
and support columns for the aerial alignment would only exacerbate the poor traffic in the area
and restrict traffic movement. It would be very difficult to mitigate these impacts by acquiring
properties and add lanes(s) to improve traffic flow. An underground option is very expensive but
construction, long-term environmental, and traffic impacts must be carefully assessed. Having
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this segment of the Ballard extension underground would offer an opportunity for a shorter or
straighter alignment between the Seattle Center and Smith Cove stations.
4) Adjacent to Balmer Yard
a) West side: C-01c – Aerial via Interbay West
This alternative would better serve new development, jobs and economic activity in the
Interbay sector of BINMIC. The opportunities for ridership from the new Expedia campus,
cruise ship terminal, fishing and industry no T-91, and potential new development of T-91
uplands make this segment critical for partnerships in transportation improvements.
Further design work would require close coordination with Port of Seattle regarding our
facilities, access and impacts of construction, and light rail design. It is important to protect
the numerous industrial operations at T-91, as well as the integrity of operations throughout
T-91 and in the light industrial buildings adjacent to the tracks. Similarly, impacts to the
regional bike path connecting NW Seattle to downtown must be identified and mitigated.
Planning is underway for redevelopment of the northern lands of T-91 and that access
should be considered as part of Sound Transit’s studies.
b) East of Balmer Yard: C-01c – aerial via Interbay East
We also request that Sound Transit consider alternate routing for C-01c that follows the east
edge rather than the west edge of the BNSF Balmer railyard. Proceeding south from the Ship
Canal tunnel, the rail would tunnel south under the BNSF Balmer Yard to the easterly side
and proceed south to connect with the current proposal. In favor of this alignment proposal
is the opportunity to access the properties east of Balmer, and the lack of abutting
residential lots as compared with the 20th Ave W segment north of Thorndyke Ave W.
Issues with the C-01c alignment in the west edge of the Balmer yard are the critical access
road for the 120-acre T-91 Port property and the regional bike path. As such, the light rail
design would have to preserve access to the numerous light industrial operations currently
in this section of T-91, and address the bicycle path.
Overall, as you evaluate these alternatives, please determine impacts to Port-owned property at
1617 – 15th Ave W (known as the former Tsubota Steel site). The property is irregular in shape
and the most logical redevelopment scenario would be focused on the south edge where Route
Option C-01c was proposed. Acquisition of a portion of this property would affect the value and
could render the entire property unviable for redevelopment.
5) Please work with us to consider how the Smith Cove station could better serve the fishing and
industry employees at T-91 and especially the hundreds of thousands of cruise passengers and
employees at Smith Cove Cruise Terminal. This could also include an opportunity for a
Transportation Hub in the Smith Cove area which could provide opportunities to connect
passengers from Sounder train service and Link Light Rail.
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6) East side of Ballard Bridge: While we firmly believe we must protect existing maritime and
industrial business, a thorough study would also review a Ship Canal Crossing on the East side of
the Ballard Bridge.

IV. Elements of the Environment
Transportation: Please consider transportation access to all Port properties and facilities, portrelated businesses, and impacts to freight mobility across the city, including to, from and between
the two MICs. Consider road, water and rail transportation, including rail yards. The benefits or
impacts to freight mobility should be key comparison of project alternatives. Please identify how
exactly the alignments correspond with the Seattle Freight Master Plan. This plan was created over
several years with significant input from the Port and other relevant stakeholders. Its
implementation is barely underway.
Acquisitions, Displacements and Relocations: We have provided many details about the potential
impacts to Fishermen’s Terminal and specifically the critical FVO shipyard uses and activities at the
eastern end of the site. We are concerned about property impacts, but also resultant implications
for direct and related Fishermen’s Terminal businesses. Analysis should include the
interdependency of industrial businesses and the dependency of industrial businesses on a working
waterfront.
Land Use: As discussed in our Section I comments on the Purpose and Need, please provide analysis
of impacts as the extensions pass through the city’s two MICs, and potential to protect and improve
access conditions for these industrial areas. The Port is particularly concerned with loss of essential
industrial zoned area, that is, area built and committed to industrial and marine industrial use. We
would not want to see non-compatible land use changes resulting from new high capacity transit
stations, nor would be want a poorly designed transportation system to degrade access and lead to
erosion of industrial capacity and capability, most noteworthy being heavy transportation access.
Impacts could include gentrification or potential to attract land uses that are incompatible with
existing zoning for industrial uses. More specifically, Sound Transit should avoid incompatibilities
with industrial development that could arise from siting stations adjacent to industrial zoned land
that may result in pressure for high density non-industrial development, or any type of residential
use in the MICs. The Port is particularly concerned with potential diminution of essential industrial
zoned area, area built and committed to industrial and marine industrial use. These areas require
improvement, not fractured change to non-industrial uses and activities. Please consider the
following
Economy: We have significant concerns about economic impact resulting from unmitigated impacts
to businesses which could also affect supporting or related businesses in the maritime, fishing,
cruise or industrial economic sectors. Analysis should include the potential for impacts on industrial
lands or businesses to induce acquisitions, displacements, and relocations on interdependent
businesses and land.
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Social, community facilities and neighborhoods: address transportation effects on Duwamish and
BINMIC business community.
Visual/Aesthetics: Please address aerial structure in existing traffic corridor, visual leading to
fundamental safety and circulation liability.
Noise/Vibration: Please address construction and operational effects as well.
Water resources: Please include potential for contaminated soils affecting groundwater conditions.
Air Quality: Please translate freight transportation changes into impacts to air quality, such as
potential emissions impacts of increased truck idling from increased congestion throughout the
system or at-grade crossings.
Geology/Soils: As acknowledged earlier in our comments, the area is comprised of landfill in
historic shallow intertidal aquatic area sediments, with shallow ground-water conditions. It is very
complex and will require detailed evaluations.
Hazardous Material: Due to previous industrial land uses, contamination along the corridor is
highly likely.
Public Services, safety and security: Please address where at grade Link service might interfere
with emergency access. Also how would Link light rail potential impact secured Port facilities?
Energy Impacts and Utilities: Please ensure there is sufficient capacity in existing utilities, and
ensure that there is room for increased capacity to accommodate expected growth in addition to
the Link Extension’s needs. Please address this concern with power capacity and the need to
upgrade infrastructure.
Parks and Recreational Resources/Section 4f & section 6f: The Port operates several recreational
marinas, and 42 public access points. Many of these are located along the Duwamish River and
should be acknowledged if there would be Link impacts.
Environmental Justice: Please evaluate environmental and social justice impacts to industrial jobs.
Construction Impacts: Please evaluate all elements of the environment for impacts during
construction, particularly as noted here.
Cumulative Impacts: Please evaluate all elements of the environment for cumulative impacts from
direct and indirect development.
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In summary, the Port believes that improved regional transportation for personal mobility, freight
mobility and maritime/industrial land protections can and must co-exist in order to maintain Puget
Sound’s economic competitiveness and quality of life. We look forward to partnering with you to
expand the Link Light Rail to Ballard and West Seattle.
Endnotes:
1. https://www.portseattle.org/Supporting-Our-Community/EconomicDevelopment/Documents/2014_economic_impact_report_martin.pdf
2. https://www.portseattle.org/Supporting-Our-Community/EconomicDevelopment/Documents/Fleet%20Modernization%20Final%2011_11.pdf

September 27, 2018
Honorable Joe McDermott
ST3 Elected Leadership Group Co-Chair
King County Council Chair
516 Third Ave, Room 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Delivered via email

Honorable Mike O’Brien
ST3 Elected Leadership Group Co-Chair
Seattle Councilmember
600 Fourth Avenue, 2nd Floor
Seattle, WA 98104

Re: West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Level 2 Screen Recommendations
Dear Co-Chairs McDermott and O’Brien,
On behalf of the Port of Seattle (Port) and Northwest Seaport Alliance (NWSA), we write to urge the Elected
Leadership Group to incorporate the following comments into your recommendations moving into Level 3. We
have strong concerns about certain Level 2 routes and the implications of construction activities. The maritime
industry relies on a broad ecosystem of support businesses and supply chain links, hence no one business impact
can be considered in isolation. Critical maritime and industrial activities within the Duwamish and Ballard
industrial areas must be a core consideration.
As detailed below, some of the potential routes and associated construction activities could affect a wide range
of cargo, fishing and other industrial operations, hamper freight movement and ultimately result in a loss of jobs
in our community. These businesses are vital to the economic vitality of the region and state.
We fully support Sound Transit’s objectives of promoting mobility in our region. Expanding transit opportunities
is more important than ever before as Seattle and our region continue to grow. We believe Sound Transit will
find a preferred alternative that will move people more efficiently, and with less environmental impact, while
also maintaining our economic competitiveness and quality of life.
We appreciate the opportunity that Sound Transit provided for the impacted communities to participate in this
process through the Stakeholder Advisory Group (SAG). As a public agency we value their input and work to
prioritize the inputs of our constituents. Following on the September 26th SAG meeting, we were pleased to see
many of our perspectives reflected in their recommendations. As the ELG proceeds, we ask that our comments
be folded in with considerations of the SAG perspectives.
A summary of our comments on the alternatives process to-date is included below, with a more detailed
explanation from our staff as an attachment to this letter.
West Seattle and SODO Segments


Any Spokane Street Corridor alignments, especially going north of the West Seattle Bridge, will pose
significant economic, operational and environmental impacts to Port and NWSA facilities. Proposed
alignments must ensure those facilities remain fully operational during and after construction, while
ensuring access for trucks and rail serving those facilities.



With respect to the Duwamish crossing, please evaluate an alignment slightly farther south of the
representative alignment (far southern tip of Harbor Island) to determine if there are ways to further
reduce impacts to existing businesses.



The SODO alignment on Occidental Avenue should be eliminated because transportation and land use
implications. Traffic and freight mobility impacts would exacerbate current congestion and may not be
able to be mitigated. In addition, adding a station west of the BNSF mainline could threaten our region’s
limited resource of industrial lands and displace many of those industrial and maritime businesses. We
believe the SAG’s recommendation to carry this forward does not accurately reflect the complicated
impacts that this alignment would impose.

Interbay/Ballard Segment


No aerial alignments through Fishermen’s Terminal should be considered further because of impacts to
terminal operations and repercussions of the fishing industry.



The 20th Avenue W alignments should be eliminated due to costs, construction issues and impacts.



Moveable bridges across the ship canal should be eliminated as alternatives as they will not work for
transit and could impede maritime mobility.

The Port and NWSA are pleased with the ongoing collaboration with Sound Transit and other key agencies and
stakeholders to consider the many alternatives that do not harm the maritime industrial base in Seattle.
Further, we urge the planning and design of the extensions support improved connectivity of the light-rail
system to Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. We must all work together to encourage more transit use for
passengers and employees of the airport, one of the fastest-growing in the nation.
We look forward to continuing our successful work with Sound Transit toward a system expansion that
complements our economic development work for the region and provides new regional transportation
solutions for everyone.
Thank you for your consideration and please do not hesitate to contact either one of us.
Sincerely,

Stephen P. Metruck
Executive Director, Port of Seattle

John Wolfe
Chief Executive Officer, Northwest Seaport Alliance

Attached:

Detailed Comments

Cc:

Elected Leadership Group members, Sound Transit CEO Peter Rogoff, Port of Seattle
Commission, Port of Tacoma Commission, Stakeholder Advisory Group members
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Detailed Comments regarding Level 2 Screening
West Seattle and SODO Segments
Should the ELG consider carrying forward the alignment north of the West Seattle bridge, against the
recommendations of the SAG, the Port and NWSA remain exceedingly concerned that the construction impacts
of the West Seattle alternative that crosses the Duwamish River north of the West Seattle Bridge have not been
adequately identified. We do not know how harmful the construction impacts would be and whether they could
be mitigated. These routes have the potential to create significant negative impacts on cargo and supporting
water-dependent logistics functions and result in negative economic impacts across a broad spectrum of
maritime industries, which, in turn, stand to materially impact traffic flows for transit and private vehicles. The
yet-to-be-determined impacts during the estimated five-year construction period could have long-term impacts
on international container cargo operations and significantly impede truck and other traffic in the already
congested Spokane Street corridor.
The trucks gates for the NWSA Terminal 18 (T-18) and Terminal 5 (T-5), as well as Westway Feed Products, are
accessed via S Spokane Street via I-5/I-90, SR99, W Marginal Way SW, and E Marginal Way S. T-18 is the busiest
freight terminal in the region, and S. Spokane Street is the primary route for trucks getting to and from this
terminal. It provides access between the container terminal and the railyards (located off E Marginal Way S) as
well as access to and from Interstates 5 and 90. Further consideration of an alignment north of the West Seattle
Bridge must address the feasibility of committing to points such as the following during construction:














Good access to the NWSA container terminals and cargo support businesses must be maintained
throughout construction for trucks and rail.
ST will be responsible to mitigate all potential impacts with the subject tenants (and NWSA/POS).
Temporary business disruptions must be minimized, and business displacement mitigated.
Traffic flows along the S Spokane Street corridor between W Marginal Way SW and I-5/I-90, will require
enforced limitations on construction traffic during commuter and freight peak hours on week days.
Unlimited hauling may be possible at night and non-event weekends.
Construction activities along S Spokane Street that disrupt terminal access must provide alternative access
that fully accommodates the same volume and types of traffic, and address other impacts, including:
o Access/egress and queueing for trucks, trains, emergency vehicles, employees/labor and vendor
deliveries
o Truck parking availability
o Terminal security fencing restored
Construction staging/laydown areas should be placed outside the terminal operations areas.
Construction haul routes should be selected to minimize disruption to freight routes
Maintain traffic signalization and signage along Spokane Corridor to facilitate freight movement
Maintain north/south cross streets
Existing land under elevated structures should remain available for terminal facilities and operations post
construction
No negative post construction impacts to operations will follow delivery of the project.
The Special Provisions for the project must include agency coordination requirements designed to provide
Port and NWSA with the opportunity provide input into construction traffic control plans and other
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construction planning efforts with the potential to affect operations and access/egress. We envision regular
meetings.
Terminal 5 must also be considered in addition to the possible impacts to T-18. We expect that T-5 will again be
operational during Sound Transit’s targeted construction window for the West Seattle segment. We hope to be
announcing a new tenant by the end of this year and start our own construction for the facility’s modernization
in 2019 with a target opening by 2023. We anticipate that T-5 will have similar needs as T-18.
Beyond construction, placement of light rail north of the West Seattle Bridge could also cause a negative ripple
effect to other Harbor Island logistics and support businesses. While the Duwamish crossing options just south
of the West Seattle Bridge would also prove challenging during construction, the potential impact on
international cargo operations would be less significant. To that end, we strongly encourage Sound Transit to
explore an additional Duwamish crossing on the southern tip of Harbor Island, avoiding the critical BNSF tracks
and SSA Marine’s headquarters.
Terminal 25 South (T-25S), another Port/NWSA property impacted by a North alignment, is uniquely situated for
habitat on the East Waterway. The Port has planned large-scale habitat restoration for this site. As our
plans progress to environmental review and permitting actions, construction and operating effects will become
more evident.
As we pointed out in our early scoping comment letter, exploration of light rail alternative alignments must
consider the facilities that support international and domestic trade flow and broader commerce. The Growth
Management Act requires that the region protect, preserve and enhance those Essential Public Facilities and the
freight corridors that support them. Container ports’ role as an economic engine prompted the creation of a
state Growth Management Act (GMA) requirement for the Comprehensive Plan Container Port Element. This
was finalized and adopted by the City of Seattle in 2012.
Through SODO, the routing decision must also be cognizant of potential impacts to the nation’s trade flows. We
believe that the newest “Occidental” option proposed through the SODO area should no longer be considered.
One key factor is the likely significant impacts to the SODO transportation system – more specifically, the
expected traffic impacts from a station at Occidental and Lander. In addition, the expected significant costs and
challenges of a grade separation across a wide span of the BNSF railway is not merited. The GMA requirements
and the Container Port Element also apply to the SODO segment. However, we see the need for better transit
service for workers on the west side of the BNSF mainline. Moving forward, we hope that Sound Transit will
more formally coordinate with Metro Transit to find solutions for improved service for those workers.
Interbay/Ballard Segment
Moving to another key sector of the maritime industry, Fishermen’s Terminal is the vibrant home of the North
Pacific Fishing Fleet. It is a living landmark, as well as an active industrial site that is home to the core of the
current and evolving fishing industry. The terminal offers a full complement of services for commercial fishing
and workboats. Additionally, there is year-round and seasonal freshwater recreational moorage. Landside
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businesses include a wide range of support services for fishing and commercial maritime activities, retailers,
restaurants and offices.
We believe that any elevated alternatives crossing Fishermen’s Terminal along the 15th Avenue corridor should
no longer be considered, including the moveable bridge, a component of the “representative alignment.” The
Port has documented many times, in many comment letters, concerns over the impacts to this critical facility at
the heart of our $2 billion regional fishing industry. Through the ELG Level 2 recommendations, we hope that
you will do the right thing to protect such an important part of the region’s maritime cluster.
We were pleased to hear the SAG acknowledge the impacts of alignments going through Fishermen’s Terminal.
We support their recommendations to remove the aerial alignments. On Fishermen’s Terminal’s eastern-most
side, Fishing Vessel Owners (FVO) and their two marine ways are situated directly west of the bridge. FVO
operation is a profoundly vital shipyard for the local maritime industry: losing the operation would have
significant domino impacts on other marine and fishing related businesses. FVO’s two marine ways allow boats
to be pulled out the water for dry land work, in addition to heavy industrial work of welding, machining, painting
and woodworking in FVO’s several buildings. The long-tenured FVO staff is deeply experienced and are
additionally called off-site to support other Seattle shipyards for special expertise.
FVO is one of the Port of Seattle’s oldest tenants, providing services from their current location since 1919. An
elevated alignment through Fishermen’s Terminal would force FVO to move their operation out of Seattle or
close all together and result in the loss of family wage union jobs and Port revenue, as well as impacts to
vendors and subcontractor jobs. The convenience of this trusted shipyard is a primary factor in many of the
vessels staying at Fishermen’s Terminal.
The Port is grateful that Sound Transit’s shifted the alignment away from FVO’s in-water rail (marine ways).
However, we continue to have grave concerns that construction and operations of the link extension with piers
and footings of a new bridge will create significant navigational constraints and challenges in access, turning and
maneuvering for larger vessels, especially the fishing fleet.
In addition, we appreciate exploration of a 15th Avenue-aligned Tunnel under Fishermen’s Terminal. Initial
technical conversations between Sound Transit and our staff indicated that threats to FVO still exist due to a
needed ventilation shaft. If the ELG chooses to carry forward the Central Interbay / Tunnel / 15th, the potential
impact to FVO must be mitigated through additional design in Level 3.
Moving to the far westerly alternatives, “20th/Tunnel/15th” and “20th/Fixed Bridge/15th” alternatives, we
support the SAG recommendation and believe those options should no longer be considered into Level 3.
Between the impacts to Terminal 91 operations, Salmon Bay Marina and the early projected significant costs of
these routes, we expect that other alternatives will provide better opportunities for all stakeholders.
Terminal 91 is home to the Smith Cover Cruise Terminal and the North Pacific Factory Catcher Processor Fishing
Fleet. Several on terminal businesses are key to supporting this vital fleet. For these businesses to be successful
they require easy on terminal and off terminal movement of trucks and freight. We have concerns that on
terminal construction and proposed placement of columns will adversely impact the ability of these businesses
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to remain efficient and effective in their support of these vessels and movement of frozen product. It is critical
that frozen fish product be able to move by rail and truck in a timely manner from the terminal to its
destination. Additionally, Terminal 91 is home to two expanding-cruise-ship berths. Construction laydown and
activities near the east gate of the terminal could easily create negative traffic impacts to the 15 th/Elliott corridor
as cruise passengers are delayed entering or exiting the terminal.
The “Smith Cove” station, near east gate entrance into Terminal 91 (and future Expedia headquarters), bears
critical significance for the Port. While we need further details to provide feedback for a preferred station
location, our key criteria include:





Routing opportunities for shuttles serving cruise passengers,
Employee access to Terminals 91 and 86,
Traffic flows on 15th and Elliot Avenues West (including transit hub access), and
Impacts to freight mobility through the corridor and into our facilities.

More broadly around Interbay/Ballard segment, as the SAG recommended, we agree that none of the moveable
bridge options should be further considered. The negative impacts to the navigable waterway below and the
transit system would be equally detrimental to the public and maritime sector. It should be noted that a broad
swath of stakeholders continues to express similar concerns and there has been minimal support for these
options.
For the remaining alternatives in the 14th Avenue West corridor and the Ballard terminus, there have been
proposals for the alignment to swing west to provide a Ballard station west of 15th Avenue West. As SAG
advised, we support the further study of that possibility, including for the 14th Avenue West alignment.
Finally, construction concerns and required mitigation identified in the West Seattle/SODO segments discussion
above must also be considered with respect to any alignments through this segment.
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Nilofer Rajpurkar
Microsoft
Sarah Wilke
Meany Center for the
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April 1, 2019

City of Seattle members of the Sound Transit Elected Leadership Group:
Thank you for this opportunity to share our comments and
recommendations on the Chinatown-International District (CID) station
associated with the Sound Transit West Seattle and Ballard Link
Extensions project. We appreciate the Elected Leadership Group’s
dedication to thoughtful, engaged, reflective dialogue and decision-making
on this important moment in the history and life of our region.
As the Seattle Arts Commission, we are committed to ensuring the rich,
vibrant arts and cultural life of the City of Seattle for all residents. The CID
station lies in the heart of two historic neighborhoods – Pioneer Square and
the Chinatown-International District – that are fundamental to the cultural
identity of Seattle and our greater region. Pioneer Square and the
Chinatown-International District are artistic and cultural destinations for
our region and central hubs for our creative economy. Over several years,
the Seattle Arts Commission has stewarded arts activation and creative
placemaking at King Street Station as well; we recently celebrated its
public opening and are excited for its continued role as a cultural anchor at
the region’s core transportation hub. The importance of these two
neighborhoods, along with the need to protect the initial investment made
by the City of Seattle at King Street Station, calls for continued care and
thoughtfulness as the CID station is determined and developed.
As such, we would like to share the following perspectives on scope of the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the CID station:
•

Facilities and Equitable
Development Committee,
Non-Commission members
Kate Becker
Michael Blumson
David Bestock
Grace Chai
Sam Farrazaino
Andy Fife
Scott Plusquellec
Matthew Richter
Tana Yasu

Long-view towards impacts and opportunities: These over 100-yearold historic neighborhoods at the heart of one of the region’s most
active transportation hubs demand a 100-year perspective towards
decision-making. Data and analysis from the EIS should take into
account not only short-term impacts of construction but also long-term
impacts (see scope under following Community Impacts) to the
affected communities. Investment from this transit project also
provides the unique opportunity to move forward integral visions the
region has long had for this area.
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•

Study of a Fourth Avenue alignment: In this light, the Commission recommends that a
Fourth Avenue alignment be included in the EIS. There has been a long desire to
improve the above-ground pedestrian experience at and around Fourth Avenue,
enhance intermodal transportation connectivity, and improve the public experience
moving from Pioneer Square to the Chinatown-International District. The Fourth
Avenue alignment provides the unique opportunity to make this entryway into Seattle
a dynamic, engaging experience that sparks excitement and reflects the welcoming,
creative, energetic region we truly are. A Fourth Avenue alignment also has the
potential to better activate two significant historic, public properties – King Street
Station and Union Station – which hold unrealized potential for local business
enhancement, historic and cultural recognition and placemaking opportunities.

•

Center high risk of displacement for marginalized communities: The Commission is
highly concerned about the long-term destabilization of the Chinatown-International
District and high risk of displacement that could result from the 5th Avenue alignment
and the Link Extension overall. Racial equity should be a priority consideration in the
analysis of the EIS and eventual selection of the station location and associated
construction method. The Chinatown-International District has long been subject to
impacts from public works projects – from the I-5 freeway, to the Kingdome, to
another sports stadium and yet another sports stadium, to the Streetcar and more.
Although the neighborhood has persevered through threat after threat, the region is
under an unprecedented time of development and growth; the ChinatownInternational District has been identified as under high risk of displacement; and the
City of Seattle overall has prioritized protections against gentrification and
displacement for just such marginalized communities. Short-term and long-term
impacts, especially related to the potential displacement of residents and small
business owners, should be evaluated during the EIS as well as through design,
construction and operations related to the Link Extension.

•

Community Impact Study: The EIS therefore needs to take into account racial, social
and environmental factors in its study. We highly recommend taking an approach that
analyzes the many components that contribute to community well-being within a
racial, social and environmental justice framework: economic opportunity and
commercial affordability; residential stability and affordability; local community
character, cultural diversity and values, and cultural anchors and arts activation;
community infrastructure and support systems; transportation mobility, connectivity
and affordability; health and public safety; and equitable access to neighborhood
amenities and housing and employment choices and community ownership overall.
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Thank you for your consideration of our comments and recommendations. Your ongoing
efforts to engage with communities and neighborhoods throughout this project – during
this scoping process, through EIS, then onto project design and beyond – can only help to
make the most of the exciting opportunity that the Link Extensions project can bring for
all of our region’s residents. We know that there are many more milestones for decisionmaking to come, and we look forward to working with you as the project continues. If
you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Priya Frank, Chair, Seattle Arts
Commission.
Sincerely,

Priya Frank
Priya Frank
Chair, Seattle Arts Commission
cc:
Sam Assefa, Director, Seattle Office of Planning and Community Development
Randy Enstrom, Director, Seattle Office of Arts & Culture
Anne C. Fennessy, Seattle Office of the Mayor
Sam Zimbabwe, Director, Seattle Department of Transportation
Carrie Avila-Mooney and Cathal Ridge, Sound Transit
Members of the Sounds Transit Stakeholder Advisory Group
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Communication ID: 342954

From: Seattle Central College, Seattle Maritime Academy

Scoping Comment:
I am writing on behalf of Seattle Central College. We operate the Seattle Maritime Academy in
Ballard adjacent to two of the alternative routes in the scoping document; the tunnel underneath the
canal oriented along 14th and the elevated bridge option landing along 14th. The Maritime Academy
maintains training vessels which traverse the ship canal and are docked directly adjacent to 14th
Avenue. The placement of piers for the elevated bridge option is critical to our ability to run the
Academy. If piers are too close to the approach and departure routes we will be unable to safely
operate our training vessels. There is an additional concern over maintaining the navigable waterway
once piers are placed into the ship canal. Because the existing Ballard Bridge must be opened for
many vessels, ships frequently most stop and hold position awaiting the opening of the bridge.
Holding position subjects vessels to wind, currents and wave actions which make maneuvering
difficult at low power settings. Placing piers too close to the existing bridge has the potential to
diminish the room for safe maneuvering.
Another concern which we would like to see addressed is the noise and vibration generated during
construction and its potential to disturb instruction in the Maritime Academy's classrooms and
instructional labs. We operate a highly sophisticated computer simulation lab at the Academy to
teach students how to steer and operate vessels while underway. We would like some assurance
that our racks of computers and associated display instruments will be able to function without
disruption from underground tunnel vibrations during construction and subsequent operation of light
rail trains. The same concern about vibration holds for the drilling and potential for pile driving
should the elevated option be selected.
Finally, the original proposal for a low‐level bridge to the west of the Ballard Bridge would pose a
number of challenges for maintaining safe navigation on the ship canal. For larger vessels to proceed
to and from the locks both bridges will need to open at the same time. We suspect that coordinating
their openings will require more vessels to slow down or hold positions while waiting for the bridges
to open. As described above, there are forces which make it difficult to hold a stationary position for
a powered vessel in this location; the more vessels that have to maneuver around each other while
awaiting an opening, the greater the likelihood of an accident.
We sincerely appreciate this opportunity to offer our input and we commend the Sound Transit staff
for their openness in several meetings we have held with them to date. We look forward to
continuing a dialogue on the best options available to extend light rail to the Ballard community.

March 1, 2019

Mail West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions
c/o Lauren Swift
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104
Dear Ms. Swift:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the scope of the Environmental Impact Statement
analysis for the proposed West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions.
As members of the Seattle Center Advisory Commission, we represent the interests of the people of
Seattle by advising the Seattle Center staff, the Mayor and the City Council on policy matters that may
affect Seattle Center. It is in this capacity that we are writing to inform the EIS analysis.
We strongly support the plan to extend light rail service and are thrilled to welcome the Link to
the vicinity of the Seattle Center campus. Seattle Center welcomes millions of visitors to its campus
each year. As the regional population continues to grow, Seattle Center and the attractions on its campus
continue to thrive - and to provide more people with unique and special experiences. Seattle Center is
located within the Uptown urban center, a designated Arts and Cultural District that is rich with residential
communities and local businesses. In this environment, transportation challenges like those found in many
other vibrant parts of Seattle are a daily reality. We – along with many of Seattle Center’s patrons – are
eager for an efficient transportation alternative that extends access to so many communities.
Our strong preference is for station locations at Republican St. on the west of the campus, and
at Harrison St. on the east side of campus. These options, shown in the Level 3 alternatives analysis,
have received strong support in community charrettes because they offer superior connectivity to other
transit modes as well as access to Seattle Center campus attractions. Along with our Uptown neighbors,
we strongly support a station design at 1st Ave N. and Republican St. that offers at least two exit options
for Link riders: one exit onto the Seattle Center campus without the need to cross a street, and one exit
into the Uptown neighborhood commercial core. We believe this station should have a name and identity
that references both Seattle Center and Uptown. Locating a station entrance on August Wilson Way would
meet the vision of the Seattle Center Century 21 Master Plan (adopted 2008) of using that corridor as a
main pedestrian corridor that fluidly connects the campus to the surrounding neighborhood and aligns with
major campus attractions including the Theatre District, International Fountain, and Memorial Stadium.
We suggest that the WSBLE EIS consider the following variables, to ensure a thorough
examination of the potential impacts associated with light rail construction and operations:


Study potential opportunities to tunnel below the City-owned Seattle Center campus in
order to create alignments or station footprints that better meet the aspirations and needs of the
project. Typically, the WSBLE project needs to stay within the right-of-way or enter private
property; but this location offers an alternative that should be explored in discussion between
Sound Transit and Seattle Center.
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Large, event-driven flows of pedestrians that will use Link to arrive at Seattle Center for major
spectator events and attractions: In addition to the daytime crowds of people who access Seattle
Center to enjoy arts and cultural attractions, public open space, and festivals, the campus is home to
multiple performance, tourism and spectator event destinations. The largest of those venues, the
redeveloped Seattle Center Arena, will reopen in 2021 to host professional sports and entertainment
including the WNBA Seattle Storm and a NHL expansion team. It is our hope and expectation that
thousands of patrons and employees will use Link to access Seattle Center for events, creating
heavy flows of pedestrians in and out of the stations during the pre-event and post-event peak hours,
and throughout festivals. Assumptions for Seattle Center attendance were included in the Seattle
Center Arena Renovation Project FEIS (August 2018). These assumptions or a reasonable proxy
should be used in the WSBLE EIS to adequately analyze the expected flows of pedestrians during
operations.



The schedule of recreational activities in the Seattle Center campus and Uptown
neighborhoods. These activities include large festivals and entertainment at Seattle Center such as
Bumbershoot, Seattle Center Festál, Winterfest and Northwest Folklife Festival that could potentially
be disrupted by construction activities. The arena renovation project, for example, is taking numerous
measures by adjusting its construction fence, haul routes and noise generating activities;
constructing a sound wall to contain construction noise; and contributing financial resources to a
robust “open for business during construction” marketing campaign to minimize the impacts to these
community-wide events, and we hope similar measures will be enacted for any WSBLE activities on
the campus.



Inventory the pedestrian and bicycle connections between the proposed station entrance/exits
and Seattle Center campus and the Uptown neighborhood, including the condition of sidewalks,
presence of good quality lighting, clear wayfinding, overhead weather protection, adequate signage
and signalization, and opportunities to rest.



Inventory the uses of curb space around the Seattle Center campus, as the area is heavily
utilized by school buses and staging and loading for arts and cultural events for Seattle Center’s
many resident organizations and events throughout the year. Without adequate communication and
collaboration, closures of streets adjacent to the campus during construction could negatively impact
arts and cultural institutions, events, and patrons by creating psychological and real barriers to
accessing the campus.



Sensitivity of Seattle Center resident organization facilities near the target station location to
noise and vibration from construction and operations: The Seattle Center campus is home to
several facilities considered sensitive receptors to noise and vibration because of the nature of their
uses. Some of these facilities -- including the recording booth and live DJ booth at the KEXP station;
the live performance venue at The Vera Project, the SIFF Film Center, and the performance venues
at Seattle Repertory Theatre and Cornish Playhouse - are situated very near one or both of the
locations being considered for a Seattle Center station.
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Sensitivity of historic buildings and artworks: Seattle Center is also home to a large number of
designated landmarks, including the Century 21 Coliseum/KeyArena; the Northwest Rooms,
International Fountain Pavilion, and International Plaza, and the Armory. Additionally, several more
buildings on campus meet at least one of the Landmarks Preservation criteria for designation, but
which have not yet been considered by the Landmarks Preservation Board. These structures and
artworks are potentially vulnerable to damage caused by construction noise, vibration, dust/pollution
or operations of the WSBLE. Sound Transit must be prepared to monitor and protect these assets
during construction and operations.



Legacy trees: Seattle Center is home to many trees that are designated “Legacy Trees” because of
their unique or noteworthy characteristics or values. These trees are visible and noteworthy parts of
the campus, and Seattle Center makes every effort to ensure they remain permanent features.
Please reference the Seattle Center Century 21 Master Plan Landscape Guidelines for detailed
description and recommendations regarding of Legacy Trees on the campus.



Please reference the following planning documents in your analysis:

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Seattle Center Century 21 Master Plan (2008)
Uptown Urban Design Framework (2016)
Seattle Center Arena Renovation Project FEIS (August 2018)
Uptown Historic Resources Survey (August 2018)
Uptown Design Guidelines (to be adopted in March 2019)
Seattle 2035, Comprehensive Plan

We thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the scope of the EIS analysis. We look forward to
ongoing collaboration with Sound Transit throughout the planning, construction, and operation of the WSBLE
Seattle Center and SLU stations.
Regards,
Seattle Center Advisory Commission:
Maria Barrientos

Will Ludlam

Gloria Connors

Donna Moodie

Mark Dederer

Sarah Rich

Alayne Fardella

Raquel Russell

Holly D. Golden

Samuel Russell

Jana Lamon

Daniel Tam-Claiborne

Todd Leber

cc: Robert Nellams, Director, Seattle Center Department, City of Seattle

Communication ID: 351566

From: Seattle Design Commission

Scoping Comment:
The Seattle Design Commission would like to offer the following comments on the EIS scoping of the
West Seattle to Ballard Link Extension. We provided early scoping comments in March 2018. We also
contributed to the scoping letter of the City of Seattle that will be submitted separately. We are
sending this email for emphasis and to expand on previous comments. We have kept our comments
brief and invite Sound Transit staff to meet with us to discuss and receive clarification as needed.
Alternatives Evaluation, Development and Mitigation
Do not include the representative alignment alternative in the DEIS because it contains elements that
are not viable and perform poorly in relation to the other alternatives according to ST’s own metrics.
Resources should not be spent on studying system elements, such as an operable bridge, that cannot
meet program requirements.
Evaluate the feasibility of a consolidated multi‐modal hub for the Chinatown/ID station.
Evaluate the feasibility of joint developments with the Delridge and West Seattle Junction stations.
Include the Pidgeon Ridge (purple) alternative in the DEIS.
Provide evaluation and present information on the various project delivery methodologies that may
be employed to build the project/s. Explain how they deliver on the urban design outcomes that are
set by the community and City leadership in the pre‐concept, and concept design phases. Provide
information on the time and cost savings, as well as risk mitigation of the delivery methods. The
project delivery method should factor into the choice of alternatives because some methods may be
more appropriate for certain structures than others.
Building the CID station on either 4th or 5th Avenues will have very large impacts on this fragile
community that has disproportionally been affected by large infrastructure projects that have large
regional benefits but minor locally focused benefits. Mitigation of these impacts to reduce
gentrification and displacement must be a major priority.
Measures of culture, community, and equity for historically disadvantaged populations must be
weighed equally to cost implications and effects on business and industry concerns. Alternatives that
align with the concerns of the disadvantaged groups within the CID and Delridge neighborhoods
should be elevated in the same way that the concerns for the Port, Ballard, South Lake Union, and
Smith Cove are accounted for.
Visual and Aesthetic Resources
In assessing the visual and aesthetic impacts of the proposed alternatives, use the Guidelines for the
Visual Impact Assessment of Highway Projects from the Federal Highway Administration. Use the

most advanced and useful methods of visualizing alternatives so that experts and laypeople can
provide informed input.
Provide for substantive and meaningful input on the pre‐concept designs by the SDC, elected leaders,
and the public before a preferred alternative is selected.
Land Use
Evaluate which additional station locations hold the potential for joint development and/or TOD on
the station sites or near them. This should include economic development studies.
Include scenarios in the evaluation of station alternatives that assume increased land use intensities
and land use typologies that increase ridership, in particular in industrial areas.
In evaluating potential for joint development and TOD, prioritize stations with a high number of riders
and transfers and to maximize equitable TOD.
Transportation
Provide a comparative analysis of 1) replacing the 4th Ave viaduct while constructing the
Chinatown/ID station, and 2) replacing it at a later date after the light rail facility has been completed.
Additionally, along with the studying of constructing standalone structures for the 4th Ave viaduct
and the new “cut and cover” CID station, analyze the feasibility of building an integrated 4th Ave
viaduct and CID station to reduce impacts and potentially improve structural performance.
Analyze first/last mile opportunities for each station. Confirm prioritization of modes. For example,
will “kiss and ride” have a higher priority than pedestrian facilities.
Study station sizes, locations, and configurations that reflect need for future expansion and increased
system use.
Evaluate which stations will include restrooms and transit supportive retail and services.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments to guide the scoping of the EIS of this important
project.
Sincerely,
Ben de Rubertis
Chair, Seattle Design Commission

City of Seattle
Jenny A. Durkan, Mayor
Seattle
Freight
Advisory
Board
Jeanne Acutanza, Chair
Johan Hellman
Geri Poor
Frank Rose

March 29, 2019
WSBLE
c/o Ms. Lauren Swift, Central Corridor Environmental Manager
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson Street Seattle
WA 98104-2826
(delivered via e-mail: WSBscopingcomments@soundtransit.org)

Pat Cohn
Dan McKisson
Mike Elliott

Dear Ms. Swift:

Kristal Fiser
Warren Aakervik

Re:

NEPA/SEPA Scoping Comments from Seattle Freight Advisory Board
Sound Transit 3 West Seattle Ballard Link Extensions (WSBLE)

Todd Biesold
Kris DeBuck

The Seattle Freight
Advisory Board shall
advise the City Council, the
Mayor, and all departments
and offices of the City in
development of a
functional and efficient
freight system and on all
matters related to freight
and the impact that actions
by the City may have upon
the freight environment.
City Council Resolution 31243

This letter reflects the comments of the City of Seattle Freight Advisory Board (SFAB)
regarding the NEPA/SEPA scoping and purpose and need for the Sound Transit 3 West Seattle
Ballard Link Extensions (WSBLE). The SFAB was founded by Seattle City Council resolution to
advise the mayor, council, and city departments on matters related to freight and the impact
that various activities may have on our freight environment.
We appreciate the project briefing given to SFAB on February 19, 2019. In accordance with the
WSBLE NEPA/SEPA process, we are submitting these scoping comments on the alignment
alternatives and general environmental impacts for your consideration.
In general, we support the purpose and need of the project, which is to provide high-capacity
transit (HCT) for Seattle-area travelers. In addition to improving non-auto mobility, we
encourage the project to protect and enhance freight movement in the region.
COMMENTS ON ELEMENTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Minimize Negative Freight Mobility Impacts
Freight movement – like HCT – is a critical component of Seattle’s transportation system.
Potential effects of this light rail project on Seattle’s freight system must be identified and
evaluated in the environmental review. The 2016 Seattle Freight Master Plan identifies the
freight network for trucking activity on city arterials and streets, designating ‘limited access’,
‘major truck’, ‘minor truck’, and ‘first-/last-mile connector’ streets. Please identify potential
construction and operating impacts on this network, especially in and between Seattle’s two
Manufacturing/Industrial Centers (MICs). Please specifically consider and identify the effects
that buses leaving the E-3 busway will have on SODO arterials and the effects the project may
have on 15th Avenue W and Elliott Avenue W, which serve the Ballard MIC.
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Minimize Construction Impacts
We understand that light rail construction is a complex, multi-year project and that
construction impacts are temporary. That being said, these temporary impacts may be
extremely disruptive to goods movement. In the MICs in particular, freight facilities operate
throughout the day, and often in off-peak times. Trucks serving these MICs are long, wide, and
heavy, and require large turn paths. Construction that occurs outside peak hours and occupies
travel lanes - especially within the MICs - should be identified in the environmental review for
mitigation of negative impacts and coordinated with freight interests well in advance.
Potential negative impacts include increasing conflicts between freight and vulnerable
travelers (non-motorized modes), particularly in MICs and along freight priority corridors.
Freight operates in very confined spaces in downtown Seattle. Please address, as part of
project impacts, the need for delivery space in downtown. Please identify the need for light
rail construction teams to coordinate with other, non-light rail construction operations to
maintain adequate on-street and/or alley freight operations space throughout the project.
Boring (or mined) tunnel construction is preferred if it can be shown to reduce freight access
restrictions and roadway closures. A cut-and-cover construction method would likely be far
more disruptive.
For construction near navigable waterways, consider use of barges for hauling and
construction. This may reduce the congestion, pollution, and noise impacts of construction
trucks on city streets and the freight network.
Minimize Negative Economic Impacts
Freight movement – by water, rail, air, and road – is critical to our regional economy.
Washington is one of the most trade-dependent states in the nation; freight-related industries
support 1.46 million jobs and $128.8 billion in domestic products statewide. Roughly 40% of
all jobs in our state can be tied to trade-related activity. In the Puget Sound region, freightdependent industries support almost 900,000 jobs and $91.9 billion in domestic product. The
two MICs in Seattle employ nearly 75,000 people, primarily in family-wage jobs.1
Efficient freight movement is essential to this economic engine and to the family-wage jobs it
provides. The West Seattle and Ballard light rail alignments will impact both of Seattle’s PSRCdesignated MICs. Impacts to freight and industrial/maritime operations in these MICs must be
evaluated in the economic impact assessment in the environmental analysis. Considerations in
this evaluation should include the value of freight to our economy in terms of urban
deliveries/pickups, industrial and international imports/exports, and light rail’s likely impacts
to this value, during both construction and operation.

1

Source: Seattle Industrial Areas Freight Access Project, May 2015
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COMMENTS ON ALTERNATIVES
Alternative 1, Representative Project
This alternative would have significant effects on major truck streets, endangering freight
movement. In particular, the Ballard Interbay North Manufacturing/Industrial Center (BINMIC)
would be affected, as the proposed alignment travels along 15th Avenue W, cuts through the
Port of Seattle’s Fishermen’s Terminal, and interrupts marine cargo movement on the ship
canal with a mid-height movable bridge. We do not believe the construction and operational
effects of this alignment could be mitigated.
Both 15th Avenue W and Elliott Avenue W are major truck streets that also transport
hazardous materials. Locating guideway columns along these roadways needs to address the
impacts to freight.
The location of the proposed Smith Cove station on Elliott Avenue W will increase pedestrian
and bicycle traffic across Elliott Avenue W, even if a grade-separated option is provided.
Increased crossings will impact this major freight route.
Alternative 2, West Seattle Elevated / C-ID 5th Ave / Downtown 6th Ave / Ballard Elevated
Alignment
Crossing the Duwamish Waterway south of the West Seattle Bridge will have significantly less
impact on freight circulation and access to Harbor Island freight terminals and industrial
facilities.
Please provide more information on how the tunnel under Elliott Avenue W would be
constructed. This undercrossing appears to have less of an operational impact than an aerial
crossing, which is shown in Alternative 1 .
In Interbay, this alignment follows BNSF’s Balmer Yard tracks. Please evaluate how this atgrade alignment would limit future spur line access to land between the railyard and 15th
Avenue W.
Please identify the potential effects of constructing and operating a bridge over the Lake
Washington Ship Canal, including impacts on marine navigation and maritime business access
(both via road and water). Please recognize that many businesses on the ship canal are
completely dependent upon water access and may not be able to re-establish their activities if
forced to relocate.
Alternative 3, West Seattle Tunnel / C-ID 4th Ave / Downtown 5th Ave / Ballard Tunnel
By crossing the Duwamish Waterway north of the West Seattle Bridge, there will likely be
significantly greater impacts on freight circulation and industrial operations, considering the
surface roads below (SW Spokane Street and Klickitat Avenue). These roadways provide
access to freight origins and destinations on Harbor Island, including the Port of Seattle’s
Terminal 18 and other private terminals and shipyards.
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Please evaluate impact to freight traffic as this alignment enters downtown on 4th Avenue S,
and how a cut-and-cover tunnel would compare with a mined tunnel during construction.
Our comments on Alternative 2 regarding the relationship of the proposed light rail guideway
to BNSF Balmer Yard, Elliott Ave W, and 15th Avenue W are also concerns for this alignment.
COMMENTS ON PURPOSE & NEED STATEMENT
Overall, we support the purpose and need statement, yet recommend that the project
statement acknowledge that it crosses through our city’s two PSRC-designated industrial
zones (MICs). We feel strongly that where these Link extensions pass through MICs
(Duwamish and Ballard-Interbay), planning and construction respects the vitality and regional
economic contributions of these areas. Seattle’s MICs have developed over time with
synergistic land uses and transportation systems that support freight access and mobility. As
this project moves forward, increased transit passenger mobility must be balanced with
industrial capacity and capability. In this context, it is essential to note that:
• Existing freight mobility (for all modes: road, rail, marine, etc.) must be maintained
and the project designed so as to not preclude future development of freight
infrastructure
• MIC employment densities are inherently lower than those in other regionally- and
locally-designated centers
• Traditional transit-oriented development (TOD), which typically includes housing and
ground floor commercial, is inappropriate in MICs
The current ‘need’ section includes six bullet points. We recommend these reflect the
important differences of station areas in the MICs. Please consider the following underlined
addition to bullet six:
• Regional and local plans call for increased residential and/or employment density at
and around most high-capacity transit (HCT) stations, where consistent with local
zoning.
We look forward to working with Sound Transit to address impacts to freight as part of the
environmental documentation and we appreciate Sound Transit’s efforts to reach out to City
of Seattle advisory boards.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Acutanza
Chair, Seattle Freight Advisory Board
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March 25, 2019

Michael Austin, Chair

WSBLE
c/o Lauren Swift, Central Corridor Environmental Manager
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104-2826
(delivered via e-mail: WSBscopingcomments@soundtransit.org)

Patti Wilma, Vice-Chair

Dear Ms. Swift:

Rick Mohler

The Seattle Planning Commission is a 16-member independent, volunteer advisory
body. We provide guidance and recommendations to the City of Seattle Mayor and
City Council, as well as City departments on planning goals, policies and plans for the
physical development of the City. We are pleased to submit the following scoping
comments and recommendations on Sound Transit’s West Seattle and Ballard Link
Extensions project. The Planning Commission is very supportive of this project and
recognizes that Seattle’s growth necessitates a significant investment in transit. We
offer comments on alternatives to be studied in the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS), recommendations regarding individual impacts to be evaluated, and salient
observations pertaining to individual project segments.

Tim Parham

Sandra Fried
David Goldberg
Veronica Guenther
Grace Kim

Marj Press
Kelly Rider
Julio Sanchez
Amy Shumann
Lauren Squires
Jamie Stroble

Overarching Recommendations
•

•

•

•

The Commission strongly urges Sound Transit to evaluate the benefits and
impacts of the proposed West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions through a lens
that considers a hundred-year horizon, well beyond the short-term construction
timeline for this project.
We encourage Sound Transit to remove the Representative Project from
consideration as an alternative to be studied in the Draft EIS. We recognize that
this conceptual alignment was included in the ST3 ballot measure. However, the
extensive feedback and analysis conducted since make it clear that changes are
necessary for the project to meet the intended purpose and need.
We endorse the intention to study both a “fully funded” alternative and others that
could require third-party funding. While a need for third-party funding should be
identified where relevant, preliminary cost estimates should not be used to
eliminate alternatives or station options.
We encourage studying mix-and-match combinations of the best potential
alignments.

Staff
Vanessa Murdock
Executive Director
Connie Combs
Policy Analyst
John Hoey,
Senior Policy Analyst
Robin Magonegil
Administrative Analyst

Seattle Planning Commission, 600 4th Ave, Floor 5; PO Box 94788 Seattle, WA. 98124-7088
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www.seattle.gov/planningcommission
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Land Use Impacts
The Planning Commission serves as the steward of Seattle’s Comprehensive Plan. This Plan and its Future
Land Use Map reflect Seattle’s adopted vision for managing growth.
•

Please include in the Draft EIS a map of properties affected or acquired for purposes of construction,
staging, and ancillary facilities.

Transit-Oriented Development
•

•

To maximize the transit investment, the Commission expects to recommend zoning and policy changes
to encourage density and affordable mixed use in and around station areas. The land use and economic
development analyses in the EIS should take this into account. The EIS should recognize the potential
for transit-oriented development that may require updates to the Comprehensive Plan’s Future Land
Use Map and/or zoning changes in the vicinity of any station areas.
The Commission would appreciate the opportunity to review the methodology to be used for
quantifying potential transit-oriented development around all station areas.

Industrial Lands
•

•

The Commission desires that any preferred alternative(s) will minimize or avoid impacts to the longterm viability of Seattle’s industrial lands. To that end, we request robust analysis of potential
displacement of industrial businesses, impacts to freight corridors, and the resulting short- and longterm economic, transportation, and construction effects.
Please evaluate the potential for transit-oriented development and associated ridership both with a
continued industrial designation and with zoning that anticipates residential and commercial uses. As
one basis for that analysis, please begin with lessons learned from the location and use of the existing
SODO station.

Race and Social Equity Impacts
•

•
•

•

We are encouraged that Sound Transit has partnered with the City of Seattle on the application of the
Racial Equity Toolkit. The Commission recommends continued partnership and rigorous assessment of
the racial equity impacts when analyzing station locations and alignments that bring disproportionate
short- and long-term impacts to the affected communities. Use analyses in the EIS to select a final
alignment whose cumulative benefits do not come at the expense of communities experiencing historic
and current inequities.
Other considerations besides cost, including service to vulnerable and historically underserved
populations, should inform the decision to have elevated, surface, or underground alignments.
The Commission would appreciate the opportunity to review the methodology to be used for analyses
of displacement and environmental justice. We recommend incorporating data and themes from the
City of Seattle’s Equity Analysis and Equitable Development Initiative.
While negative impacts may be experienced along all alternatives and alignments, we urge you to pay
particular attention to identifying and avoiding these impacts in the Chinatown/International District
(C/ID) and Delridge neighborhoods. Where necessary, identify mitigation measures that meet the longterm needs of those communities.
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Aesthetic and Quality-of-Life Impacts
•

•

•

The Commission recommends studying the qualitative impacts of all guideways of a significant height,
potentially up to 160 feet high. These high guideways and the associated station platforms present
accessibility and safety challenges, as well as significant visual and quality of life impacts to the
communities these alignments will traverse.
The existing images provided by Sound Transit do not sufficiently demonstrate the anticipated
cumulative effects of the elevated guideways and stations. Additional modeling and visualizations,
especially from a ground-level pedestrian perspective, are essential to understanding the potential
impacts of these alternatives. We suggest using the latest and best visualization technology and
methods, including photorealistic 3-D imagery.
We recommend identifying all short- and long-term impacts to view corridors.

Access to Stations
•

•

We recommend conducting an access assessment at all station areas, including at-grade, elevated, and
tunnel stations. This analysis should consider topography, land use, and pedestrian networks. Sound
Transit should make the system user-friendly, including ease of transfers and access to destinations after
leaving the stations.
Study and identify any potential barriers to achieving universal accessibility for those with disabilities,
mobility challenges, and other special needs such as strollers. Station entrances should allow multiple
entries to serve both ends of stations, especially in areas with different grades.

Site-Specific Considerations and EIS Scoping Recommendations
West Seattle/Duwamish Segment
Alaska Junction
• The terminus station at the Alaska Junction must be sited and designed to best meet the needs of
existing and future land uses in the vicinity.
• We recommend studying any potential economic and visual impacts associated with elevated guideways
and station platforms in the historic Alaska Junction commercial district.
Delridge
• Please quantify the potential for future development surrounding the various station options, including
equitable transit-oriented development and affordable housing. Study bus integration and multi-modal
opportunities at each station location.
• We recommend studying visual impacts and access issues at this location. Alternatives with higher
elevated alignments and station platforms would negatively impact the quality of life for those who live
and work in the Delridge community, particularly to people with disabilities.
• We recommend a rigorous analysis to identify, minimize and avoid commercial and residential
displacement resulting from guideway and station construction. We request an assessment that
describes the ability and likelihood of any potentially affected property owners to relocate within the
same area.
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Duwamish Crossing
• We recommend studying fish and wildlife, economic, environmental (specifically sea-level rise), and
transportation impacts. It is also of critical importance that Sound Transit consult with any affected
tribes, including the Duwamish Tribe, to identify, minimize, or avoid impacts to cultural resources. The
Planning Commission supports a bridge alignment crossing the Duwamish River that balances cost
while limiting impacts to the Duwamish Greenbelt and maritime industrial operations.
SODO and Chinatown/ID Segment
SODO
• The Commission encourages the study of alignment options that eliminate the need for an interim
transfer at SODO for West Seattle riders while the Ballard extension is being built. If an interim
transfer is a necessity, we have concerns about the pedestrian connectivity between the existing and new
stations. Study the potential for consolidating stations (for the short- and long-term) at this location and
improving pedestrian access.
• We recommend a rigorous assessment of future ridership at this station. The existing SODO and
Stadium stations have demonstrated low ridership numbers, and we question the need for a new station
in this segment. Additional stations should only be created if potential new development and
employment in the SODO neighborhood indicate potential for increased ridership.
• Please study the impacts to bus routes using the E-3 busway.
Chinatown/International District (C/ID)
• The Commission feels strongly that equity needs to be a priority consideration in the analysis and
eventual selection of a new C/ID station location, and the associated construction method. This
historic, culturally significant neighborhood has been traditionally underserved, and repeatedly
subjected to disruptive capital improvement projects.
• Study construction-related short- and long-term effects including displacement, environmental justice,
and economic impacts related to small business disruptions.
• Quantify both the potential short-term and long-term economic impacts resulting from cut-and-cover
construction on 5th Avenue S, given the equity concerns associated with this construction method in the
C/ID.
• As an alternative to the 5th Avenue S location, the Planning Commission endorses the study of a 4th
Avenue S alignment and station location employing a cut-and-cover construction method.
• We do not support further consideration of the deep-mined station options on either 4th or 5th
Avenues. These options would limit ease of connectivity between stations. Furthermore, they would
require elevators for station access (the lack of escalators at a significant regional transportation hub
raises safety concerns).
• We recommend a rigorous assessment of several topics related to development of a new C/ID station:
− Ease of station access and pedestrian connections between the existing and new tunnel stations;
− Multi-modal connections, including bus, streetcar, and non-motorized options, as well as Sounder
and Amtrak trains at King Street Station;
− Impacts to automobile and bus traffic on both 4th and 5th Avenues;
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−

Benefits of activating Union Station as a vibrant regional multi-modal hub, including local business
enhancement, historic and cultural recognition, and placemaking opportunities.

Downtown
• Assess pedestrian access to the proposed Midtown stations, including topography and distance from
the existing transit tunnel stations.
• Study ridership and transit integration at the proposed South Lake Union stations. Harrison Street is a
significant east-west transit corridor. This station represents a multi-modal opportunity to maximize
transit ridership in a rapidly growing neighborhood.
Interbay/Ballard Segment
Smith Cove-Interbay
• The Commission recommends prioritizing further study of the Smith Cove station location closest to
Terminal 91, as that location has better transit-oriented development potential than station locations
further south on Elliott Avenue W.
• Study ridership, transit integration, and non-motorized/pedestrian access at the proposed Smith Cove
station locations.
• We also recommend studying the risk of sea level rise around any proposed Smith Cove station
including the Armory site and areas to the south.
• The Commission recommends analyzing the potential for transit-oriented development at each of the
proposed Interbay station locations, as land use in Interbay has the potential to change with station
siting. (For example, future development in this area could lead to a new urban village on either side of
the Dravus Street bridge, including the lower east slope of Magnolia.)
Salmon Bay Crossing
• The Commission recommends eliminating a movable bridge and any bridge alternatives adjacent to 15th
Avenue NW from further consideration. A bridge at this location would be disruptive to operations at
Fishermen’s Terminal.
• Study the impacts associated with any bridge structures over Salmon Bay, including impacts to
navigation, maritime and industrial businesses, water resources, fish and wildlife, and aesthetics.
• We recommend evaluating the potential for a new multi-modal bridge serving light rail, bikes, and
pedestrians.
Ballard Terminus
• The Commission recommends for further study the alternatives with a Ballard terminus on 14th Avenue
NW. This location offers a wide right-of-way, provides opportunities for transit-oriented development
in the station vicinity, and would be less disruptive (e.g. fewer property acquisitions) than the 15th
Avenue NW alternatives. Please study potential economic impacts, including displacement, to industrial
land uses in the Ballard/Interbay/Northend Manufacturing and Industrial Center immediately to the
south of the proposed 14th Avenue NW station location. We also request analysis of the viability of
extending the line to the north of this station.
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•

We recommend evaluating transit integration and non-motorized (bike/pedestrian) access at each of
the proposed station locations.

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact me or our Executive Director, Vanessa Murdock, at 206-733-9271.
Sincerely,

Michael Austin, Chair
Seattle Planning Commission
cc:
Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan
Seattle City Council President Bruce Harrell; Seattle City Councilmembers Sally Bagshaw, Lorena Gonzalez,
Lisa Herbold, , Rob Johnson and Mike O’Brien,
Anne C. Fennessy

Transit Advisory Board
TAB Members:
Keiko Budech
Marci Carpenter
Enjoleah Daye
Lynn Hubbard
Jennifer Malley-Crawford
Andrew Martin
Alexandra Wakeman Rouse
Carla Saulter
Lucas Simons
Erin Tighe
Barbara Wright
Michelle Zeidman

The Seattle Transit Advisory Board
shall advise the City Council, the
Mayor, and all departments and
offices of the City on matters related
to transit and the possible and actual
impact of actions by the City upon all
forms of public transportation.
The Board shall be provided the
opportunity to comment and make
recommendations on City policies,
plans, and projects as they may relate
to transit capital improvements, transit
mobility, and transit operations
throughout the City…
The Board shall help facilitate City
policies, plans, and projects that
support local and region-wide transit
mobility efforts, to help ensure a
functioning and coordinated transit
system throughout the City and
region.
The Board shall function as the public
oversight
oversight committee of revenues
collected under Seattle Transportation
Benefit District (STBD) Proposition 11,
as described in Resolution 12 of the
STBD...
The Board shall make an annual
report to the City Council on the
status of its work program and the
achievement of its goals.
City Council Resolution
31572

Date:

March 11, 2019

To:

Members of the Seattle City Council, the Elected
Leadership Group, and the Sound Transit Board

Subject:

West Seattle-Ballard Link Extension Scoping Letter

The Seattle Transit Advisory Board has received several briefings on the
proposed system plans for the West Seattle and Ballard Link extensions.
After careful consideration, we give the following suggestions to create a
preferred alternative designed for optimal rider experience that sites
stations close to large populations and popular destinations, minimizes
travel times and system disruptions, and focuses on the possibility of
future system expansion to bring high capacity transit to more
neighborhoods.
In all of our suggested station placements, there are design principles that
will create a better rider experience. Stations should have multiple
entrances that bridge pedestrian barriers like busy roads. Stations should
have sufficient, effective, and reliable vertical conveyance so that the
station itself does not become a barrier to accessing transit. Sound Transit
should maximize transit-oriented development potential by minimizing
the street-level impact of station entrances and engineering stations that
can carry the weight of large buildings immediately above them.
We have not called out every station placement in this letter; for some
stations the options lack much difference, and others are dictated by the
more important concerns outlined below. As an advocate for transit riders
experiences we recommend that the Sound Transit board make the
following alignment choices:

Ballard/Interbay Line
● Ballard Station at or West of 15th Ave: A 14th Ave NW station
placement adds 3 minutes of extra walking to reach the Ballard
commercial core and would put much of the Ballard Urban Village more
than 10 minutes of walking from the station. Bus connections on 15th and
Market are also much better as both north-south and east-west bus lines
run on these streets. This location is also better suited to further
northward expansion as an extension up 14th Ave NW to Crown Hill
would run into Ballard High School while extending up 15th Ave NW
would not.
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● Ship Canal Crossing should be Tunneled: A movable bridge has service disruptions that
degrade the speedy and reliable service Link should provide. So, only a tunneled crossing or a fixed
bridge are real options. Tunneling is superior to a fixed-bridge as an underground station would
make future expansion north and transfers to a (likely tunneled) east-west Ballard to UW line much
better. A tunnel under Salmon Bay is only $100M more than a fixed bridge but that buys a lot of
rider and network benefits while minimizing neighborhood impacts.
● Smith Cove at Galer St.: We agree that an optimal Smith Cove Station would integrate with the
existing Helix Bridge over the BNSF tracks, but this is not one of the line’s important stations. The
station should be sited where unstable hillsides and uncertain engineering don’t increase the price of
the station. Galer St is an acceptable alternative.

Downtown Line
● A Seattle Center/Uptown Station centered at Republican and 1st Ave N effectively serves both
the activity center of Uptown and the crowds that attend major Seattle Center events.
●

State Route 99 Station would optimize pedestrian access and transfer potential sited at Harrison.

● A Denny Way Station that has been shifted south along Westlake Ave to accommodate the turn
to 99 and Harrison also has the advantage of better serving the population centers in Denny Triangle.
● Westlake Station is one of the most important stations in the system. A transfer between the two
lines here is instrumental to the successful bifurcation of the current Link line; to make transfers as
seamless as possible, we suggest the 5th Ave alignment.
● Midtown Station sited at 5th and Madison will serve both the growing commercial district in the
middle of downtown and the planned RapidRide G line (to which Sound Transit is contributing
money).

Chinatown/International District and SODO Line
● Chinatown/International District is unfortunately a station with few good options. In choosing a
station site, we believe that Sound Transit should opt against a deep bore station to improve surface
accessibility to the wealth of other transit options in the neighborhood. Beyond that we can only
recommend focusing on mitigating the impacts to historically disadvantaged populations. The
International District has borne the brunt of many large infrastructure projects, and we would like to
see the community involved as much as possible.
● The Tunnel Portal should be located to minimize impacts on King County Metro bus bases and
operations. The best way to benefit riders in this corridor is to allow their buses to continue efficient
function during and after ST3 construction.

West Seattle Line
● Delridge Station should be sited as far south as possible to maximize accessibility for population
centers farther south on Delridge.
● West Seattle Junction Station should be located as close to California Ave SW and SW Alaska St
as possible; we particularly like the options for 44th Ave SW 42nd Ave SW. The options minimize
walking times up steep hills to the heart of the Junction neighborhood, home to both denser housing
and retail/service destinations. This station should also be oriented north/south, to prepare for
possible future expansion southward toward Burien.
● A tunnel to West Seattle does not benefit Link riders: A West Seattle Tunnel does not seem to
have any major transit service quality or station placement advantages over an elevated option but is
quite expensive at $700M. We do acknowledge though that if our preferred North-South alignment
for the West Seattle Junction station is chosen, then an elevated option will require the demolition of
blocks of housing and will have non-trivial neighborhood impacts, but we feel that this is far
outweighed by the hefty price tag.

Sincerely,

Seattle Transit Advisory Board

March 14, 2019
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104
Sent via: wsblink@soundtransit.org
RE: Scoping Comments for West Seattle to Ballard Link Alignment Options
Thank you for the opportunity to express both our general support for, and specific concerns
with the proposed West Seattle to Ballard Link alignment. The University of Washington
supports the expansion of light rail transit in the Puget Sound Region to serve residents,
employees and visitors. We look forward to continuing to discuss Sound Transit’s plans. We
understand Sound Transit has identified three alternatives to evaluate in an Environmental
Impact Statement. For your consideration in the analysis of alternatives for the route and
station locations, we provide information about our concerns for the segment of this alignment
in South Lake Union near our UW Medicine biomedical research facilities and Downtown
Seattle.
UW Medicine Biomedical Research Facilities in South Lake Union
The UW Medicine facilities at South Lake Union consist of four existing biomedical research and
clinical buildings and one administrative and dry lab office building. The facilities are located on
multiple parcels of land between Mercer and Republican Streets, and Dexter and 9th Avenues.
They range in height from 4 to 8 stories and sit above 3-story, below-grade parking and service
levels with close to 700,000 square feet (sf) of occupied space above grade and approximately
310,000 sf of below grade parking and service space. UW Medicine has actively supported the
City of Seattle’s South Lake Union planning and rezoning efforts and worked extensively with
city staff to assure each building’s uses and designs support the neighborhood plans and
policies.
The facilities contain highly sensitive receptors and experiments which could be subject to
potential significant impacts due to construction and operation of light rail near the buildings.
Vibration and EMI impacts, in particular, could diminish or completely prevent the research that
the individual buildings and this complex was specifically built to provide.
South Lake Union ST Alignments
For these reasons we do not support the Brown alignment nor the Green alignment through
the South Lake Union/Denny neighborhood, as these alignments both run immediately
adjacent to our below (and above) ground facilities along Mercer St. and Republican St.,
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respectively. Of the three alignments shown in the ST scoping materials, the Purple alignment is
the better of the three options, but the University would still have concerns as described below.
Scope of Impact Analysis Required
We believe significant unavoidable impacts could occur and that the following scope of analysis
is required to determine those impacts and to inform Sound Transit’s decisions regarding the
selection of a preferred alternative and the ultimate Link light rail alignment. Our reasons are
set forth below. They are also informed by the joint understanding we have with Sound Transit
around testing, identification and resolution regarding impacts to sensitive receptors associated
with the construction and operation of Sound Transit’s University of Washington Station and
future U District Station.
Vibration – As noted above, highly sensitive receptors to vibration are in very close proximity to
the proposed Link alignment. The level and intensity of vibration on surrounding sensitive
receptors from construction and operation of Link light rail due to proximity, depth, soil
conditions, and other factors should be analyzed and demonstrated. Please note the variable
soil and ground water conditions described below.
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) - As noted above, highly sensitive receptors to EMI are in
very close proximity to the proposed Link alignment. The level and intensity of EMI on
surrounding sensitive receptors from construction and operation of Link light rail due to
proximity, depth, soil conditions, and other factors should be analyzed and demonstrated.
Geology/Soils – Soil conditions greatly affect the ability to construct light rail (and its cost) and
affect vibration and EMI. Light rail alignments have sometimes had to be moved later in the
planning or design process due to the discovery of soil conditions. It is imperative that the soil
conditions in this South Lake Union area (where the soils are known to be varied or poor and, in
some places, contaminated) be thoroughly analyzed and well understood. Based on recent
construction activities involving the UW Medicine buildings, we know the soil conditions are
varied across the 750 and 850 blocks. Soils on the west side of the complex were comprised
primarily of glacial till while soils on the east side were primarily loose fill as part of the Denny
regrade. Contaminated soils were identified and removed as part of construction.
Construction Impacts – Impacts to sensitive receptors related to tunneling and station
construction, proximity to significant construction truck trip pathways, and potential utility
disruption should be analyzed and resolved.
Groundwater – Groundwater conditions can affect the ability to construct light rail and may
result in long-term flow control issues. Based on recent work on the UW Medicine facilities, we
know that groundwater elevation in the area generally ranges from 16 to 27 feet, which is
approximately 20 to 30 feet below the first-floor building elevations. Parking and service levels
in UW Medicine’s buildings extend below the groundwater table.
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Downtown Seattle
The University owns multiple contiguous parcels of land in downtown Seattle between Union
and Seneca Streets between 3rd and 6th Avenues, including stretches of street right of way (the
Metropolitan Tract). The University may pursue redevelopment of select properties within the
Tract. Redevelopment could include below grade space that is deeper than what exists today.
Downtown ST Alignments
For these reasons, the section of the Green alignment shown as going under the Tract and the
Purple alignment (the 5th Avenue route) should be avoided. The Brown alignment (the 6th
Avenue route through downtown) would have the least potential impact on Metro Tract
property use.
Scope of Impact Analysis Required
The same scope of impact analysis topics is recommended for this area of Downtown as listed
above for the South Lake Union area with the addition of property ownership, utilities and right
of way.
Thank you for your consideration of our concerns and comments. We appreciate the initial
conversations we have had with Sound Transit staff and appreciate the opportunity to discuss
these scoping issues with you.
Sincerely,

Julie Blakeslee, AICP
SEPA and Land Use Officer
UW Facilities, Asset Management
jblakesl@uw.edu

Communication ID: 351123

From: US Coast Guard (USCG) District 13

Scoping Comment:
Dear Sound Transit EIS Team
By letter to Ms. Linda Gehrke of Sound Transit dated March 8, 2019, the U.S. Coast Guard District 13
Bridge Office agreed to be a "cooperating agency" for Sound Transit's EIS for the proposed West
Seattle and Ballard Link Extension Project. We are pleased to serve in this role and provide the
following scoping comments for your use in scoping for the NEPA EIS for this project.
1. The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) has a Congressionally mandated responsibility to preserve the
public right of navigation and to prevent interference with interstate and foreign commerce on
navigable waters. Therefore, the EIS for this project needs to thoroughly address potential impacts to
navigation that might result from any project alternatives analyzed. The USCG's obligation is to
ensure the final permitted design does not impinge upon the "reasonable needs of navigation" for
affected waterways, while also serving the needs of land transportation.
2. More specifically, the USCG's NEPA area of responsibility is any navigable water body affected,
as well as the bridge and its approaches and logical termini. This project area falls within the
jurisdiction of the USCG District 13 Bridge Office in Seattle, Washington.
3. This project is envisioned to cross two major waterways: the Duwamish Waterway, and Lake
Union Ship Canal at Salmon Bay. Both of these waterways are navigable waters of the United States,
and therefore, any bridge over them is subject to permitting by the USCG.
4. The application for a USCG bridge permit is titled the "Bridge Permit Application Guide" (BPAG)
and can be found
at:[https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dco.uscg.mil%2FPor
tals%2F9%2FDCO%2520Documents%2F5pw%2FOffice%2520of%2520Bridge%2520Programs%2FBPA
G%2520COMDTPUB%2520P16591%25203D_Sequential%2520Clearance%2520Final(July2016).pdf&d
ata=01%7C01%7Cwsbscopingcomments%40soundtransit.org%7C854f74930d8c4a615f8108d6b7aa1a
d3%7Cca24b0afd8fb4e629ead8b37062261d0%7C1&sdata=A8mXKdy1jI%2BMYbHYmLPVTzyj0MPp9L
Pt7OsyG%2BjCnM4%3D&reserved=0]
5. Although not included as part of the EIS for this project, a Navigation Impact Report (NIR) will be
essential to inform your process of selection and analysis of project alternatives. The contents of a
NIR can be found in the BPAG at the same link provided above.
6.
In its role as a cooperating federal agency, the USCG will observe the Presidential "One Federal
Decision" directive for the USCG's coordination with the FTA, as the federal Lead Agency for this
project.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these scoping comments for this project. The USCG District
13 Bridge Office looks forward to coordinating with Sound Transit on this project as a Cooperating
Agency.
Very Respectfully,
Carl F Smith, CTR
Project Manager/Environmental Reviewer
Waterways Management
U.S. Coast Guard District 13
915 Second Avenue, Room 3510
Seattle, WA 98174‐1067
V: 206 220‐7277
F: 206 220‐7265
Email: Carl.F.Smith@uscg.mil

Communication ID: 345802

From: National Park Service

Scoping Comment:
Hi, Lauren I'm writing in response to a request for comments on the EIS scoping for the West Seattle and Ballard
Link Extension project.
There are a couple of parks in the project area that if slated for impact would require Secretary of the
Interior approval and suitable replacement property. These include Elliot Bay Park (Land and Water
Conservation Fund) and Camp Long (Urban Park and Recreation Recovery). Current route
configurations appear to avoid these parks but Sound Transit should be aware of the additional
federal review needed if route options change.
If you have any questions about UPARR, please feel free to contact me. If you have questions about
LWCF, I recommend you contact Myra Barker (cc'd) with the Washington State Recreation and
Conservation Office (RCO). In the state of Washington, the RCO administers LWCF on behalf of NPS.
Thank you,
Heather

Hi, Lauren I'm writing in response to a request for comments on the EIS scoping for the West
Seattle and Ballard Link Extension project.
There are a couple of parks in the project area that if slated for impact would require
Secretary of the Interior approval and suitable replacement property. These include
Elliot Bay Park (Land and Water Conservation Fund) and Camp Long (Urban Park and
Recreation Recovery). Current route configurations appear to avoid these parks but
Sound Transit should be aware of the additional federal review needed if route options
change.
If you have any questions about UPARR, please feel free to contact me. If you have
questions about LWCF, I recommend you contact Myra Barker (cc'd) with the
Washington State Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO). In the state of
Washington, the RCO administers LWCF on behalf of NPS.
Thank you,
Heather
______________________________________
Funding and Protecting Parks Where you Live
Heather Ramsay, Program Officer
National Park Service, State & Local Assistance Programs
909 First Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104-1060
206.220.4123 - www.nps.gov/lwcf or /uprr

STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

Northwest Regional Office  3190 160th Avenue SE  Bellevue, Washington 98008-5452  (425) 649-7000
711 for Washington Relay Service  Persons with a speech disability can call (877) 833-6341

April 5, 2019

Lauren Swift
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104
Re:

Sound Transit West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Project
Ecology SEPA #201900776

Dear Lauren Swift:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Sound Transit West Seattle and
Ballard Link Extensions Project. We understand that the deadline to provide comments has
passed. We hope that Ecology’s comments provided below will still be considered.
Based on review of the documents associated with this Project, the Department of Ecology (Ecology)
has the following comments:
AIR QUALITY PROGRAM, CLIMATE POLICY SECTION
Gail Sandlin, gail.sandlin@ecy.wa.gov , (360) 407-6860
Scoping Document AE 0036-17 pg. 11 Exhibit 5-1
https://www.soundtransit.org/sites/default/files/documents/west-seattle-ballard-link-extensionscoping-information-report-20190215.pdf
Climate Change and Climate Resilience should be included as an Environmental Resource Category.
TOXICS CLEANUP PROGRAM
Rick Thomas, richard.thomas@ecy.wa.gov , (425) 649-7208
Sound Transit should expect and be prepared to encounter contaminated soil and groundwater
(depending of the depth of excavation) along the path of the chosen route, regardless of which route
is chosen for the new rail line. A plan to identify, notify Ecology (WAC 173-340-300), handle, and
treat contamination when encountered must be in place as specified in the Model Toxics Control Act
(MTCA) RCW 70.105D and the MTCA Cleanup Regulations WAC173-340. For information or a
list of contaminated sites currently listed along a specific route please contact Ecology. Other
contaminated sites may exist in addition to those currently listed by Ecology.

Lauren Swift
April 5, 2019
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Thank you for considering these comments from Ecology. If you have any questions or would like
to respond to these comments, please contact one of the commenters listed above.
Sincerely,

Tracy Nishikawa
SEPA Coordinator
Sent by email: Lauren Swift, lauren.swift@soundtransit.org
WSBLink@participate.online
ecc: Gail Sandlin, Ecology
Rick Thomas, Ecology
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Dear Lauren Swift:
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passed. We hope that Ecology’s comments provided below will still be considered.
Based on review of the documents associated with this Project, the Department of Ecology (Ecology)
has the following comments:
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Gail Sandlin, gail.sandlin@ecy.wa.gov , (360) 407-6860
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Rick Thomas, richard.thomas@ecy.wa.gov , (425) 649-7208
Sound Transit should expect and be prepared to encounter contaminated soil and groundwater
(depending of the depth of excavation) along the path of the chosen route, regardless of which route
is chosen for the new rail line. A plan to identify, notify Ecology (WAC 173-340-300), handle, and
treat contamination when encountered must be in place as specified in the Model Toxics Control Act
(MTCA) RCW 70.105D and the MTCA Cleanup Regulations WAC173-340. For information or a
list of contaminated sites currently listed along a specific route please contact Ecology. Other
contaminated sites may exist in addition to those currently listed by Ecology.
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Thank you for considering these comments from Ecology. If you have any questions or would like
to respond to these comments, please contact one of the commenters listed above.
Sincerely,

Tracy Nishikawa
SEPA Coordinator
Sent by email: Lauren Swift, lauren.swift@soundtransit.org
WSBLink@participate.online
ecc: Gail Sandlin, Ecology
Rick Thomas, Ecology

Communication ID: 346271

From: Recreation and Conservation Office

Scoping Comment:
Hi Lauren,
This message is in response to the request for comments during the scoping process for the West
Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions.
The Recreation and Conservation Office has funded outdoor recreation, habitat protection, and
salmon recovery projects throughout the Seattle area. The state-funded projects that may be
impacted by the three alternatives being considered for the West Seattle and Ballard extensions
include the following.
·
City of Seattle Parks, 14th Ave. NW Shilshole Bay Boat Ramp, RCO #92-290, here’s a link to the
project information
https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=92-290.
·
City of Seattle Parks, Ship Canal Trail and Park, RCO #91-249, here’s a link to the project
information https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=91-249.
There are two state-funded projects at Freeway Park that may be in the area impacted, those are RCO
#69-186 with link https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=69186 and RCO #73-001 with a link
https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=73-001.
Heather Ramsay, with National Park Service, has notified you via an email dated March 15, 2019, of
the federally funded projects (LWCF) in the general area and so I’m not including those. As she noted,
our agency administers the LWCF on behalf of the NPS.
Please include our agency in the review process and I will be our point of contact.
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Myra Barker

This message is in response to the request for comments during the scoping process
for the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions.

The Recreation and Conservation Office has funded outdoor recreation, habitat
protection, and salmon recovery projects throughout the Seattle area. The statefunded projects that may be impacted by the three alternatives being considered for
the West Seattle and Ballard extensions include the following.

·

City of Seattle Parks, 14th Ave. NW Shilshole Bay Boat Ramp, RCO #92-290,
here’s a link to the project
informationhttps://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?
ProjectNumber=92-290.

·

City of Seattle Parks, Ship Canal Trail and Park, RCO #91-249, here’s a link to
the project
informationhttps://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?
ProjectNumber=91-249.

There are two state-funded projects at Freeway Park that may be in the area
impacted, those are RCO #69-186 with
linkhttps://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=69186 and RCO #73-001 with a
linkhttps://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=73001.

Heather Ramsay, with National Park Service, has notified you via an email dated March
15, 2019, of the federally funded projects (LWCF) in the general area and so I’m not
including those. As she noted, our agency administers the LWCF on behalf of the NPS.

Please include our agency in the review process and I will be our point of contact.

If you have any questions, please let me know.

Myra Barker
Compliance Specialist
Recreation and Conservation Office
PO Box 40917
Olympia, WA 98504
360-902-2976
360-902-3026 Fax

April 2, 2019

sent by electronic mail

Lauren Swift, Sound Transit
401 South Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104
Dear Ms. Swift,
I am submitting these comments as District 1 Seattle City Councilmember, representing West Seattle
and South Park. I am writing to:
1. Let Sound Transit know what I’ve been hearing from constituents in West Seattle about the ST3
proposal
2. Help inform the Sound Transit Board’s identification of a Preferred Alternative and other
alternatives to study in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
3. Reiterate my concern expressed in the March 29 Elected Leadership Group meeting that the
schedule for publishing scoping comments does not allow members of the Elected Leadership
Group (ELG), nor the Stakeholder Advisory Group (SAG), adequate time for review before
making recommendations.
There is strong support for bringing light rail to West Seattle, but there is also significant concern about
impacts
•
•

•

•

Locating light rail stations and alignment will be a 100-year decision, with permanent, long-term
impacts on the West Seattle community
An elevated alignment through the heart of the West Seattle Junction Urban Village, and
through a built neighborhood in the Youngstown area of North Delridge, would be unique to this
line and unprecedented for light rail in Seattle
Concerns are focused on displacement from residents and businesses in the Alaska Junction,
especially regarding the elevated option; from residents around 35th and Avalon; in North
Delridge; and Pigeon Point
Concerns about construction impacts are also worthy of consideration, in particular reduced
access to the peninsula, which has a small number of access points

I support consideration of the following additional options or design alternatives:
•

In Delridge, please consider alternatives that reduce the impact on the neighborhood:
o The Pigeon Ridge (purple) option, specifically those features such as: i. a station location
that minimizes impacts on residents in the Youngstown area of North Delridge, ii. a
station location further south than other alternatives, and iii. the best transfer
environment for riders from communities to the south
o The Yancy Street option considered in Level 1, or a similar design alternative
An equal opportunity employer
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Additionally, alternatives that reduce the visual and emergency access impact of the
guideway height, especially along Genesee
Given the developed nature of the West Seattle Junction and Youngstown neighborhoods, and
the potential impact of an elevated alignment, consideration of additional option(s)/design
alternatives in the EIS
o One option would be to carry additional option(s)/design alternatives through the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement, scheduled for 2020, and then have the Board consider
which options to carry into the Final EIS. This could be done with an understanding that
work will be done on funding
Encouragement for mixing and matching options
o

•

•

I support identifying potential cost savings to fund tunnel(s)
•

•

Consider potential station consolidation, if this assists in making tunnels more affordable in
West Seattle and Ballard; in West Seattle community members have suggested, for example,
elimination of the Avalon station (two stations are proposed in the West Seattle Junction Urban
Village); two Level One options proposed by Sound Transit in West Seattle consolidated stations
I encourage Sound Transit to explore opportunities for savings in the portions of the alignment
planned for a tunnel; for example, in South Lake Union

Project purpose and need, and 2030-2035 service
•

The line as planned would require West Seattle riders travelling north to transfer at the SODO
station from 2030-2035. During peak commute times, for example the morning rush hour, trains
arriving at the SODO station are likely to be full heading into Downtown, making for a poor
transfer environment, and resulting in longer commutes for West Seattle riders. This runs
contrary to the Purpose and Need statement for ST3, to “Provide high-quality rapid, reliable and
efficient light rail transit service to communities in the project corridor as defined through the
local planning process and reflected in the ST3 Plan”.
o As a practical matter, bus service would likely be needed during peak commute times at
current levels, limiting the effectiveness of the overall transportation system
o This must be addressed either in, or alongside the EIS.

In closing, I request more time for review after the publishing of the Scoping Summary before either the
SAG meeting or the next ELG is scheduled. In the March ELG meeting I asked whether the scoping
comments are considered to be instructive to Level 3 review advisory decisions of the SAG and the ELG.
My question was answered in the affirmative. For this reason I respectfully request a week’s time
between the publishing of the Scoping Comments Summary and scheduling the SAG and ELG meetings.
Sincerely,

Seattle City Councilmember
District 1, West Seattle and South Park
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